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Abstract 
Experimental Studies and Modeling of an Information Embedded Power System 
Stephen P. Carullo 
Chikaodinaka Nwankpa 
 
 
This thesis develops a model of an electrical power system, with its inherent 
embedded communication system, for studying the characteristics of power system 
measurement errors due to communication delays.  This model is referred to as an 
“information embedded power system” to emphasize the addition of a model of the 
communication system, that delivers measurements to a control center, to the standard 
model for the energy balance within the power system.  These power system 
measurements are delivered across an Ethernet computer control network.  An 
experimental platform was created in order to experimentally measure and characterize 
measurement delay errors (MDEs) in this information embedded power system.  Several 
stochastic system models are developed, which are composed of both the physical 
infrastructure of the power system as well as the embedded computer network 
communication infrastructure.  Both white noise and colored noise models are used to 
characterize MDEs.  This type of analysis is an extension of traditional observability 
approaches, which usually only assume deterministic steady-state conditions in the power 
system and do not consider time delays in delivering measurements.  The experimental 
platform is used to validate the developed model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
An information embedded power system is an extension of traditional power 
systems with added monitoring, control, and telecommunication capabilities.  A 
simplified illustration of an information embedded power system is shown in Figure 1.1 
below.  This system consists of:  i) power system hardware (shown as a three-bus system 
diagram); ii) the measurement system (represented by three remote terminal computers - 
RTUs); iii) the communication system; and iv) the electric utility control center.  In this 
system, the RTU computers record power system measurements and send them in real-
time over a computer network to the power control center.  Control centers are also 
capable of sending messages back to the RTUs to perform control actions such as 
opening/closing breakers, transformer tap changing, generation control, etc.  This thesis is 
concerned with how the random characteristics of the computer network can affect the 
accuracy of the measurements sent from the RTUs to the control center.  Large amounts 
of computer network traffic may result in large measurement errors and temporarily 
render parts of the power system unobservable. 
 
The purpose of traditional power system observability methods, such as [1-4], are 
used to determine whether the states of a power system are measurable.  If a power 
system is found to be observable, state estimation algorithms [5-13] can then be run to 
calculate the unmeasured states of the system.  Currently, these methods are widely used 
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in power system control and monitoring centers.  These methods assume steady state 
operating conditions in a power system and do not consider measurement errors due to 
delays in delivering the measurements.  In other words, traditional power system 
monitoring methods assume that the state of the power system remains unchanged during 
the time it takes to deliver a newly recorded set of measurements to a control center. 
 
Computer
Network
V1
I2
P3
Power System
Measurement
Data
Power Utility
Mainframe
System
Operator
mV1 mI2
mP3
Power Utility Control Center
Display
RTU
RTU
RTU
 
Figure 1.1:   Illustration of an Information Embedded Power System 
 
This thesis is a first step in attempting to characterize measurement errors that 
result from random delays in delivering the measurements.  This thesis refers to these 
types of errors as “Measurement Delay Errors” (or MDEs).  It will be important to 
consider MDEs when implementing modern control functions within an energy control 
center, which may require more accurate real-time power system models on a finer time 
scale. 
 
In recent years, research efforts have begun to focus attention on how delays in 
computer control networks can introduce errors in measurements, when these 
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measurements are sent across the network.  A Matlab simulation study was performed by 
F. Lian, J. R. Moyne, and D. M. Tilbury [14] for the purpose of determining key 
performance parameters of several types of common direct-link computer networks.  
These parameters included network utilization, magnitude of expected time delay, and 
characteristics of time delays.  The networks analyzed were Ethernet, ControlNet, and 
DeviceNet.  Simulation results were presented for several different traffic level and 
packet size scenarios.  The authors intended for the presented analyses and comparisons 
of message time delay to be useful for designers of network control systems. 
 
T. Skeie, S. Johannessen, and C. Brunner [15] investigated whether Ethernet has 
sufficient performance characteristics to meet real-time demands of substation 
automation.  They used a network simulation software package called OPNET to 
determine if UDP/IP on top of Ethernet may be used as a real-time protocol.  They 
determined that a switch-based fast Ethernet network handles various substation 
automation configurations with ease under tested load conditions.  They also concluded 
that UDP/IP as a real-time protocol is able to meet the time requirements, but that end 
hosts must be fairly high-performance machines. 
 
A paper written by J. Luque, J. I. Escudero, and F. Perez [16] develops an analytic 
model of the relationship between measurement error and delay.  They modeled the 
evolution of magnitudes in electric networks as a first order autoregressive process 
AR(1).  This model assumes measurement error is a function of both the communications 
delay and the bandwidth of the evolution of the voltage magnitude. 
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C. L. Su and C. N. Lu [17] presented an implementation of a stochastic Extended 
Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm, which is intended to provide optimal estimates of 
interconnected network states for systems in which some or all measurements are 
delayed.  This method relies on the delay statistics of exchanged data arrival at the control 
center and the delay is assumed to have binary statistics, i.e. either the measurements 
arrive in time or they are delayed by one sample time.  They compare results to a standard 
Weighted Least Square (WLS) power system state estimation technique. 
 
The following section provides some background on information embedded 
power systems and modern communication technology trends used by energy control 
centers.  Section 1.3 discusses the motivation for exploring both measurement errors and 
observability issues associated with communication delays in information embedded 
power systems.  Section 1.4 presents the problems associated with using modern 
computer network communication systems to deliver power system measurements from 
RTU computers to the control center. Section 1.5 discusses the approach used in this 
thesis to both experimentally measure and model measurement delay characteristics.  
Finally, section 1.6 provides the organization of the remaining chapters of this thesis. 
 
1.2 BACKGROUND 
In recent times, interconnected power networks have become much more 
complex.  As a result of this increasing complexity, maintaining the security of the power 
system has become more difficult.  Power systems now typically operate closer to 
operating limits with a smaller “comfort zone.” This smaller comfort zone, in turn, 
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requires more control actions to keep the power system within safe operating limits in the 
event of contingencies.   
 
Deregulation has also served to further complicate the operation of power 
systems.  In the new deregulated environment, the pattern of power flows in the network 
is less predictable than it is in the vertically integrated systems, in view of the new 
possibilities associated with open access and the operation of the transmission network 
under energy market rules [13].  The goal of modern power utilities, in the presence of 
new competitive markets, is to provide services to customers aiming at high reliability 
with the lowest cost.  Before the days of deregulation, utilities performed both power 
network and marketing functions but were not motivated to use tools that required 
accurate real-time network models such as optimal power flows and available transfer 
capability determination.  These practices are starting to change in the emerging 
competitive environment.   
 
Modern power utilities are now starting to install more advanced supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems and modern data communication 
networks in order to implement real-time network models, which allow for faster 
“snapshots” (or sampling rate) of the states of the power system. Although reliability 
remains a central issue, the need for the real-time network models and faster 
telecommunication systems becomes more important than before due to new energy 
market related functions in Energy Management Systems (EMS).  These models are 
based on the results yielded by state estimation and are used in network applications such 
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as optimal power flow, available transfer capability, voltage, and transient stability [18].  
Note: The terms “energy management system” and “energy control center” will be used 
interchangeably and taken to have equivalent meanings throughout this thesis. 
 
Modern SCADA systems typically consist of Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) 
computers, which record real-time measurements and deliver this data over a 
communication system to a control center.  There are two main categories of real-time 
measurements: (i) analog measurements, which include bus voltages, real and reactive 
power injections, and real and reactive power flows and (ii) status measurements 
consisting of switch and breaker positions. Analog data usually originate from 
transducers.  Status data may come from switches, breaker contacts, or other electronic 
devices.    
 
The traditional communication architecture for power systems, which has been 
successfully implemented in the industry for decades, is point-to-point (e.g. phone 
modems, RF transmitters, etc.).  The expanding physical sizes and modern power control 
schemes are pushing the limits of point-to-point architecture.  Hence, a traditional point-
to-point SCADA system is no longer suitable to meet new requirements such as 
modularity, centralization of control, integrated diagnostics, quick and easy maintenance, 
and low cost.  Many different computer networks types, with common bus architectures, 
have been promoted for use in power systems.  
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There has been much effort over the last decade towards the standardization of 
communication protocols used by electric power utilities.  The motivation for this 
standardization is to ease the integration process for inter-company data sharing.  In 1990, 
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) launched a concept known as the Utility 
Communication Architecture (UCA).  The main purpose of the UCA was to identify a 
suite of existing communication protocols that could be easily mixed and matched, 
provide the foundation for the functionality required to solve the utility enterprise 
communication issues, and be extensible for the future [19].   The UCA came up with a 
solution shown in Figure 1.2 below.  As Figure 1.2 shows, the UCA solution is based on 
using: (i) Ethernet over twisted pair or fiber for the Data link/Physical layer; (ii) a 
combination of the Transmission Control Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and the International 
Standards Organization – Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) for the Network layer; and 
(iii) the Manufacturing Messaging Specification (MMS) for the Application layer. 
 
Ethernet was selected for the Physical / Data Link layer due mainly to its 
dominance in the marketplace, high availability, and low cost hardware (such as hubs, 
bridges, and routers).  Ethernet is easily scalable in size and it is quite easy to join 
separate existing LANs together.  Ethernet is also scalable in speed with 1 Gb 
implementations starting to arrive on the market.   
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Figure 1.2:  UCA Network Profile for Power System Communications [19] 
 
EPRI adopted two solutions for the Network layer - TCP/IP and the International 
Standards Organization – Open System Interconnect (OSI).  TCP/IP stands for Transport 
Control Protocol / Internet Protocol and is the network layer that is used over the Internet.  
Its inclusion in the UCA is due to its overwhelming acceptance in the marketplace.  
TCP/IP is a streaming protocol, which means that transmission of a packet of data waits 
for a “stream” of data to fill a buffer before the buffer is transmitted [19].  This mode of 
operation might cause undesirable delays when sending small packets of data.  The OSI 
Network layer is similar to TCP/IP, but overcomes a few of the drawbacks inherent to 
TCP/IP. 
 
1.3 MOTIVATION 
Random characteristics of modern communication networks, such as Ethernet, 
can have a large impact on the observable states of a power system.  For example, the 
distribution of packet delivery times under different network traffic conditions may have 
a large effect on the real-time state estimation solvability or cause unacceptable error 
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magnitudes.  Random network traffic may cause delays in delivering metered data to the 
state estimator in the control center, which may render many buses in a power system 
unobservable during one or more calculation intervals. 
 
The modern trends towards implementing computer networks for transmitting 
power system measurements to the power system control center, have provided a 
motivation for studying the effect of network traffic on power system observability.  Up 
until now, little research has been performed to analyze how random measurement delays 
(due to computer network traffic) can affect the accuracy of power system measurements.  
Also, little efforts have been made to show how power system loading and dynamics can 
further impact the magnitude of these errors. This type of analysis is vital in order to 
determine the possible effects on security analysis functions and power control systems, 
which depend on the results of state estimation as their input. 
 
1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
When installing modern SCADA systems, which utilize a common bus computer 
network for it’s communication backbone (such as Ethernet), a new constraint much be 
accommodated – the limited bandwidth of the communication network.  The effective 
bandwidth of a network is defined as the maximum amount of meaningful data that can 
be transmitted per unit time, exclusive of headers, padding, stuffing, etc.  This contrasts 
with the more traditional definition of network bandwidth, which is the number of raw 
bits transmitted per unit time.  Four factors affect the availability and utilization of the 
network bandwidth:  the sampling rates at which certain RTUs send measurements over 
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the network, the number of hosts that require synchronous operation, the data or message 
size of the information, and the MAC sublayer protocol that controls the information 
transmission [14].  Therefore, to satisfy the timing constraints, the MAC network 
sublayer and network transport protocols must be analyzed. 
 
The performance metrics of a computer networked SCADA system that impact 
real-time observability requirements include access delay, transmission time, response 
time, message delay, message collisions (percentage of collisions), message throughput 
(percentage of packets discarded), packet size, network utilization, and deterministic 
boundaries [14].  To maintain power system observability, the computer network must 
meet two main criteria: bounded time delay and guaranteed transmission; that is, a 
measurement should be transmitted successfully within a bounded time delay.  
Unsuccessfully transmitted or large time-delay messages from the RTUs to the control 
center may cause several buses in the power system to become unobservable. 
 
1.5 APPROACH 
An experimental platform was designed at Drexel University’s Center for Electric 
Power Engineering in order to experimentally measure and characterize measurement 
delays in a scaled down version of an information embedded power system.  Several 
stochastic dynamic system models have also been developed to characterize MDEs that 
result when power systems utilize an Ethernet network communication infrastructure to 
send measurements to a central energy control center.  The developed models are 
composed of both the physical infrastructure of the power system as well as the 
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embedded computer network communication infrastructure.  These models will illustrate 
how computer network traffic can affect the magnitude of MDEs.  The magnitude of 
MDEs will also be shown to depend on power system loading and dynamics.  The 
experimental platform is used to validate the developed model. 
 
1.6 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
An overview of modern information embedded power systems is given Chapter 2 
of this thesis.  Chapter 3 provides an experimental setup and analysis of measurement 
packet delays on an Ethernet network.  The development of stochastic information 
embedded power system models is presented in Chapter 4.  Chapter 5 presents the results 
for testing and validating the proposed information models.  The conclusion of the thesis 
is given in Chapter 6, along with recommendations for future work. 
12 
 
 
2. AN OVERVIEW OF MODERN INFORMATION EMBEDDED POWER 
SYSTEMS 
 
As stated earlier in the introduction chapter, an information embedded power 
system consists of:  i) the actual power system hardware (generators, transmission lines, 
transformers, etc.); ii) the measurement system (or SCADA system); iii) the 
communication system; and iv) the energy control center.  The measurement system, 
communication system, and energy control center will be discussed separately in the 
sections that follow.  Since the main focus of this thesis is to explore how the random 
delay characteristics of the communication system can affect the accuracy of real-time 
power system measurements, most of the conversation in this chapter will focus upon the 
communication system. 
 
2.1 SCADA SYSTEM DESIGN FOR ELECTRIC UTILITIES 
The American National Standards Institute defines SCADA [20] as a “system 
operation with coded signals over communication channels so as to provide control of 
remote equipment… The supervisory system may be combined with a data acquisition 
system, by adding the use of coded signals over communication channels to acquire 
information about the status of the remote equipment for display and for recording 
functions.”  SCADA systems within the electric utility industry provide monitoring and 
remote control of substations and generating facilities. 
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RTU’s act as the front end for SCADA systems.  RTUs typically include data 
processing and communication subsystems, but may include much more as shown in 
Figure 2.1.  Some other possible subsystems are self diagnostics, control processing, and 
database maintenance.  The data processing subsystem consists of collecting and 
reporting the field data.  Digital data may come from switches, breaker contacts, or other 
electronic devices.  Analog data usually comes from transducers.  For information 
regarding the other subsystems shown in Figure 2.1 refer to [21]. 
 
Local User
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Processing
Self
Diagnostics
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Communication
Interface
Control
Processing
Database
Maintenance
(optional)
Analog Input
Modules
Digital Input
Modules
Analog Output
Modules
(optional)
Digital Output
Modules
Interposing
Relays
Local
Console
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Figure 2.1:  RTU Components [21] 
 
Almost all RTUs currently used in the electric utility industry are based on either 
embedded microprocessor designs or programmable logic controllers.  However, personal 
computers are a viable alternative to the above technologies, because of the reduced cost, 
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greater functionality, and dramatic increase in the processing power of personal 
computers (PCs) over the last decade [22].  
 
Along with hardware capabilities, software production methods today are rapidly 
changing.  This change is being driven by: (i) the emerging technologies of client/server 
based computing; (ii) stronger software standards and protocols; and (iii) the emergence 
of object-oriented software design [23].  These three emerging technologies provide a 
way to decouple tasks into separately running pieces of software often produced by 
different companies.  Most SCADA software currently produced is constructed from 
tightly coupled and interdependent modules.  However, new inter-program 
communication protocols now allow separately manufactured software components to be 
combined into a seamless operational whole. 
 
Electric utility RTU computers typically deliver real-time measurement data over 
a communication system to a control center.  This allows for unification of all control 
elements of the power control board and electrical system into a centralized location and 
provides a single cohesive and comprehensive view of the entire electrical system.   There 
are two main categories of real-time measurements that the RTUs send to the energy 
control center: (i) analog measurements, which include bus voltages, real and reactive 
power injections, and real and reactive power flows and (ii) status measurements 
consisting of switch and breaker positions. Analog data usually originate from 
transducers.  Status data may come from switches, breaker contacts, or other electronic 
devices. 
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2.2 DISCUSSION OF MODERN COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS USED IN 
INFORMATION EMBEDDED POWER SYSTEMS  
 
Data communications have always played a large role in the operation and control 
of utility power systems.  Applications of data communications in power systems range 
from relay-communications to “inter-control center” data sharing.  This thesis is mostly 
concerned with direct link computer networks used to deliver real-time measurements 
from RTU computers to an energy control center.  In particular, this thesis focuses 
discussion on Ethernet local area networks (LANs), although several other direct link 
network implementations will be briefly discussed.   The selection of this particular 
computer network configuration was based on research performed by the Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI) in their attempts to standardize communication protocols and 
data models used by power utilities [24].   Direct link networks and end-to-end network 
protocols will be discussed separately in the sections that follow. 
 
2.2.1 Direct Link Networks 
The simplest network possible for exchanging packets is one in which all the 
hosts are directly connected by some physical medium.  This may be a wire or fiber, and 
it may cover a small area (e.g. an office building) or a wide area (e.g. transcontinental).  
Connecting two or more nodes with a suitable medium is just the first step.  There are 
five additional issues that must be addressed before the nodes can successfully exchange 
packets.  These five issues include encoding, framing, error detection, reliable delivery, 
and access mediation.  These are all very real problems that are addressed in different 
ways by different direct link networking technologies.  This section looks at several direct 
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link network technologies commonly used in modern control networks.  These 
technologies along with some important parameters are listed in the table below. 
 
Table 2.1:  Direct Link Network Technologies Parameters [14] 
Data rate (Mbs)
Bit time (µs)
Max. length (m)
Max. data size (bytes)
Min. data size (bytes)
Max. number of hosts
Typical prop speed (m/s)
Ethernet ControlNet DeviceNetToken Ring
10
0.1
2500
1500
64
1024
Coax: 2x108
4/16
0.25/0.063
250/segment
4500/17800
96
260
5
0.2
1000
504
7
99
0.5
2
100
8
47/8
64
 
 
2.2.1.a Ethernet (802.3) 
Ethernet is easily the most successful local area networking technology of the last 
20 years.  Ethernet is a Carrier Sense, Multiple Access with Collision Detect (CSMA/CD) 
local area network technology.  As indicated by the CSMA name, Ethernet is a multiple-
access network, meaning that a set of hosts send and receive frames over a shared link.  
Therefore, Ethernet can be viewed as a bus with multiple hosts connected to it.  The 
“carrier sense” in CSMA/CD means that all hosts can distinguish between an idle and a 
busy link.  The “collision detect” means that a host listens as it transmits and can 
therefore detect when a frame it is transmitting has interfered (collided) with a frame 
transmitted by another host. 
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An Ethernet segment is typically implemented on 10BaseT technology, where the 
“10” means that the network operates at 10-Mbps, “Base” refers to the fact that the cable 
is used in a baseband system, and the “T” stands for twisted pair.  Usually, Category 5 
twisted pair wiring is used, but coaxial cable can be used as well.  The bits are encoded 
using a Manchester encoding scheme.  The Ethernet standard has recently been extended 
to include a 100-Mbps version called Fast Ethernet, and a 1000-Mbps version called 
Gigabit Ethernet.  Both 100-Mbps and 1000Mbps Ethernets are designed to be used in 
full-duplex, point-to-point configurations, which means that they are typically used in 
switched networks.  The rest of this section focuses on 10-Mbps Ethernet since it is 
typically used in direct link, multiple-access mode and is the main concern of this thesis. 
 
Data transmitted by any one host on an Ethernet LAN will reach all other hosts.  
This is true whether a given Ethernet spans a single segment, a linear sequence of 
segments connected by repeaters, or multiple segments connected in a star configuration 
by a hub.  These hosts are competing for access to the same link, and as a consequence, 
they are said to be in the same collision domain.  A 10BaseT segment is usually limited 
under 100 m in length.  An Ethernet segment implemented on a coaxial cable is limited to 
500 m.  Multiple Ethernet segments can be joined together by repeaters.  A repeater is a 
device that forwards digital signals, much like an amplifier forwards analog signals.  
However, no more than four repeaters may be positioned between any pair of hosts, 
meaning that the total length can be a maximum of 2500 m. 
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The algorithm that controls access to the shared Ethernet link is commonly called 
the media access control (MAC) layer.  It is typically implemented in hardware on the 
network adaptor.  When an adaptor has a frame to send and the line is idle, it transmits 
immediately and there is no negotiation with the other adaptors.  The message size has an 
upper bound of 1500 bytes, which means the adapter can occupy the line for only a fixed 
length of time. 
 
When an adaptor has a frame to send and the line is busy, it waits for the line to 
go idle and then transmits immediately.  Ethernet is said to be a 1-persistant protocol 
because an adaptor with a frame to send transmits with a probability 1 whenever a busy 
line goes idle.  In general, a p-persistent algorithm transmits with probability 0 < p < 1 
after a line becomes idle, and defers with probability q = 1 – p.  The reasoning behind 
choosing a p < 1 is that there might be multiple adaptors waiting for the busy line to 
become idle, and they may all begin transmitting at the same time.  If each adaptor 
transmits immediately with a probability of, say, 33%, then up to three adaptors can be 
waiting to transmit and the odds are that only one will begin transmitting when the line 
becomes idle.  Despite this reasoning, an Ethernet adaptor always transmits immediately 
after noticing that the network has become idle and has been very effective in doing so 
[25]. 
 
Since there is no centralized control in Ethernet, it is possible for two (or more) 
adaptors to begin transmitting at the same time.  This occurs when at least two adapters 
both find the line idle or because both had been waiting for a busy line to become idle.  
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When this happens, the two (or more) frames are said to collide on the network.  Each 
sender is able to determine that a collision is in progress (collision detection) and will 
immediately transmit a 32-bit jamming sequence and then stop the transmission.  Thus a 
transmitter will minimally send 96 bits in the case of a collision: 64-bit preamble plus a 
32-bit jamming sequence [25]. 
 
One scenario in which an adaptor will only send 96 bits (or a runt frame) is if the 
two hosts are close to each other.  If the hosts are further apart, they will have to transmit 
longer, and thus send more bits, before detecting the collision.  The worse-case scenario 
occurs when the two hosts are opposite ends of the Ethernet.  To know for sure that the 
frame it just sent did not collide with another frame, the transmitter may need to send as 
many as 512 bits.  Not coincidentally, every Ethernet frame must be 512 bits (64 bytes) 
long.    The explanation for a minimum packet size of 512 bits comes from that fact that 
if the Ethernet is maximally configured at 2500 m, then the round trip delay between 
hosts at opposite ends is 51.2 µs, which on 10-Mbps Ethernet corresponds to 512 bits. 
 
Once an adaptor has detected a collision and stopped its transmission, it will wait 
a certain amount of time and try again.  Every time it tries to transmit and fails, the 
adaptor will double the amount of time it waits before trying again.  The strategy of 
doubling the delay time between transmissions is generally known as exponential 
backoff.  To be more precise, the adaptor first delays either 0 or 51.2 µs, selected at 
random.  If the adapter fails again, it then waits 0, 51.2, 102.4, or 153.6 µs (selected 
randomly) before trying again; this is k x 51.2 us for k = 0..3.  In general, the algorithm 
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randomly selects a k between 0 and 2n-1 and waits k x 51.2 µs, where n is the number of 
previous collisions [25].  The adaptor will eventually give up after 16 tries and report an 
error to the host.  This non-deterministic behavior of Ethernet is sometimes seen as a 
disadvantage when using it for a control network. 
 
Ethernet has been around for many years and is very popular.  Ethernet is 
extremely easy to administer and maintain.  There are no switches that can fail, there are 
no routing tables to update, and it is easy to expand the number of hosts.  It is also very 
inexpensive to implement.  Research on Ethernet has shown that it works best under 
lightly loaded conditions [14].  This is because under heavy loads (typically a utilization 
of over 30% is considered heavy on an Ethernet) too much of the networks capacity is 
wasted by collisions. 
 
2.2.1.b Token Ring (802.5) 
Token rings are another significant class of shared-media networks.  There are 
several types of token ring networks but the discussion will be limited to the most 
common type, known as the IBM Token Ring.  Token rings can operate at speeds of 
either 4 Mbps or 16 Mbps.  The bits are encoded using a differential Manchester 
encoding scheme.  As many as 260 stations can be included in a single ring. 
 
A token ring network consists of a set of hosts arranged in a ring configuration.  
Data always flows in a particular direction around the ring.  When each host receives 
frames from its upstream neighbor, it forwards the frames to its downstream neighbor.  A 
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token ring does not behave like a simple collection of point-to-point links arranged in a 
loop, but instead acts more like a single shared medium similar to Ethernet.  Thus, a 
token ring shares two key features with an Ethernet:  First, it involves a distributed 
algorithm that controls when each host is allowed to transmit, and second, all hosts see all 
frames, with the host identified in the frame header.  As the frames flow around the ring, 
the hosts can check to see if the frame is intended for them.  The destination host saves a 
copy of the frame in memory as it flows past. 
 
The word “token” in token ring comes from the way access to the shared ring is 
managed [25].  A token is just a special sequence of bits that circulates around the ring.  
When a host desires to transmit a frame, it drains the token off the ring and instead inserts 
its frame into the ring.  The destination host will see the frame, copy it into memory, and 
send the frame along to the next host on the ring.  When the frame makes it way back to 
the sender, the sending host will drain the frame off the ring and reinsert the token on the 
ring.  The media access algorithm provides each host a chance to transmit as the token 
circulates around the ring.  The hosts are serviced in round-robin fashion.   
 
There is a maximum time that a given host may transmit data once it has seized 
the token.  This time is referred to as the token holding time (THT).  In 802.5 networks, 
the default THT is 10 ms.  Since the THT is a known constant, the token rotation time 
(TRT) can also be calculated.  TRT is the maximum amount of time it takes a token to 
transverse the ring as viewed by a given host on the network.  TRT can be calculated as: 
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TRT < ActiveHosts x THT + RingLatency                                  (2.1) 
 
where RingLatency refers to the time it takes for the token to circulate around the ring 
when no one has data to send, and ActiveHosts refers to the number of hosts that have 
data to transmit. 
 
Another important detail about Token Ring networks is that they support different 
levels of packet priorities.  The token includes a 3-bit priority field and the token will 
have a priority n at any given time.  A host that wants to send a packet assigns a priority 
to that packet and that host can only seize the token if the packet priority is at least as 
high as the token’s.  If the host is able to seize the token, it sets the priority of the token to 
the same priority as the packet it wants to deliver.  The sending host is responsible for 
restoring the original token priority when it is done transmitting the higher priority data. 
 
A reasonable concern about a ring topology is that failure in one host would cause 
a failure in the entire network due to a break in the ring.  Token ring addresses this issue 
by connecting each host to the network in parallel with an electromechanical relay.  When 
the station is working properly, the relay stays open and the station is part of the ring.  If 
the station loses power to the relay, the relay closes and shorts out the host, thus 
bypassing it. 
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2.2.1.c ControlNet 
ControlNet is an example of a token-passing bus network, that shares many 
similarities with a Token Ring network.  It is a deterministic network because the 
maximum waiting time before sending a message frame can be characterized by the token 
rotation time (TRT).  The token bus protocol (IEEE 802.4) allows for a linear, multidrop, 
tree-shaped, or segmented topology [14].  The ControlNet MAC protocol is very 
complex, with each station having to maintain ten different timers and more than a dozen 
internal state variables [26].   
 
The hosts in a ControlNet network are connected to a common bus in the form of 
a 75-ohm broadband coaxial cable.  Even though ControlNet has a bus architecture 
similar to Ethernet, it behaves logically like a ring.  However, unlike Token Ring, 
ControlNet passes tokens based on network addresses instead of physically neighboring 
hosts.  Token passing is done from high to low addresses, with each host knowing the 
address of its predecessor and its successor.  During operation of the network, the host 
with the token transmits data frames until it either runs out of data frames to transmit or 
the time it has held the token reaches the TRT.  The host then regenerates the token and 
transmits it to its logical successor on the network.  Even though it is a bus type 
architecture, no frames can collide because only one host can ever transmit at a time. 
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2.2.1.d DeviceNet (Controller Area Network - CAN Bus) 
CAN is a serial communications protocol developed mainly for applications in the 
automotive industry but is also capable of offering good performance in other time-
critical industrial applications [14].  This protocol was designed to run optimally for short 
messages and uses a CSMA/arbitration on message priority (CSMA/AMP) medium 
access method. 
 
The CAN protocol is based on a message system. Each message has a specific 
priority that is used to arbitrate access to the bus in the case of simultaneous transmission.  
The bit stream of a transmission is synchronized on the start bit, and the arbitration is 
performed on the following message identifier, in which a logic zero is dominant over a 
logic one [14].  When a host wants to transmit a message, it waits until the bus is free and 
then starts to send the identifier of its message.  Contention for the bus is resolved by an 
arbitration process at the bit level of a special field contained in the header of each frame, 
called the arbitration field.  Thus, if two hosts try to send frames at the same time, they 
simply just begin to send their messages and listen to the network.  If one host receives a 
bit different from one it has sent out, it loses the right to continue to send its message, and 
the other host wins the access battle.  Using this method, an ongoing transmission is 
never corrupted. 
 
2.2.2 End-to-End Network Protocols 
The previous section described several data link level technologies that can be 
used to connect together a collection of computers.  These technologies allow for host-to-
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host packet delivery service.  This section will look at the transport level architecture, 
which supports communication between the end application programs.  The following list 
itemizes some of the common properties that a transport protocol can be expected to 
provide [25]: 
• guarantees message delivery 
• delivers messages in the same order they were sent 
• delivers at most one copy of each message 
• supports arbitrarily large messages 
• supports synchronization between sender and receiver 
• allows the receiver to apply flow control to the sender 
• supports multiple application processes on each host 
 
Transport protocols are designed to turn the undesirable properties of the 
underlying network into the high level of service required by application programs.  Some 
of these limitations include: 
• drop messages 
• reorder messages 
• deliver duplicate copies of a given message 
• limit messages to some finite size 
• deliver messages after an arbitrarily long delay 
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Different transport protocols employ different techniques to overcome these problems.  
Two of the most popular transport protocols will be looked at in this section.  These 
include the Internet’s UDP and TCP protocols. 
 
2.2.2.a UDP Transport Protocol 
The Internet’s User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is an example of one of the 
simplest possible transport protocols, which extends the host-to-host delivery service of 
the underlying network into a process-to-process communication service.  There are 
usually many processes running on a particular host, so the UDP protocol adds a level of 
demultiplexing allowing multiple application processes to share the network connection.  
UDP uses port numbers as a form of address to identify the target process.  The basic idea 
is for a source process to send a message to a port and for the destination process to 
receive the message from a port [25]. 
 
UDP performs little more work than to simply demultiplex messages to some 
application process.  UDP does not implement any type of flow control or 
reliable/ordered delivery.  It does ensure the correctness of the message by using a 
checksum algorithm. 
 
2.2.2.b TCP Transport Protocol 
The Internet’s Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a much more sophisticated 
transport protocol than UDP.  TCP offers a reliable, connection-oriented, byte-stream 
service.  TCP is the most widely used protocol of its type and is the most carefully tuned.  
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TCP guarantees the reliable, in-order delivery of a stream of bytes.  It is a full-duplex 
protocol, which means that it supports a pair of byte streams flowing in each direction.  
TCP also includes a flow-control mechanism for each of these byte streams that allows 
the receiver to limit how much data the sender can transmit at a given time.  Similar to 
UDP, TCP also possesses a demultiplexing mechanism that allows multiple application 
programs on a single host to share the network connection and independently exchange 
data with other hosts on the network. 
 
In addition to the above listed features, TCP also implements a highly tuned 
network congestion control mechanism.  The idea of this mechanism is to prevent a 
single host from overloading the network, by throttling how fast TCP can send data.  This 
is different from the flow-control mechanism mentioned above, where the main concern 
was just to keep the sender from overrunning the receiver. 
 
2.3 OVERVIEW OF ENERGY CONTROL CENTER 
To help meet the needs of modern power systems and avoid major system failures, 
electric utilities are starting to install more extensive SCADA systems throughout the 
network to support computer-based systems at the energy control center [18].  As the data 
from the SCADA system is telemetered to the energy control center, a real-time database 
is created within the control center to support several application programs.  These 
programs perform power system state estimation, ensure economic system operation, and 
assess the security of the system in the event of equipment failures and transmission line 
outages.  A block diagram of energy control center can be seen in Figure 2.2.  This figure 
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shows how measurements are sent from RTU computers across the communication 
system to the control center.   
 
The incoming analog measurements of generator output must be directly used by 
the Automatic Generation Control (AGC) program.  All other incoming data needs to be 
processed by the state estimator before being used by the other programs.  The result of 
state estimation forms the basis for all real-time security analysis functions in a power 
system.  Within the control center, state estimation is the key function for building a real-
time model of the power system.  A real-time model is a quasi-static mathematical 
representation of the current conditions, such as bus voltages and phase angles, in an 
interconnected power network [12].  This model can be extracted at intervals from real-
time measurements (both analog and status) received from the SCADA system.  The 
development and introduction of new digital control devices in the power system will 
most likely require the real-time model to be “refreshed” or “updated” in shorter time 
intervals to allow for more robust operation.  Higher bandwidth communication networks 
will allow the model to be updated in shorter intervals, thus providing a faster sampling 
rate of the system states.  The new modeling needs associated with the introduction of 
new digital control devices and faster communication systems induced by emerging 
energy markets are making state estimation and its related functions are more important 
than ever [13].   
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Figure 2.2:  Block Diagram Illustrating the Functions of a Control Center [18] 
 
Before the state estimator can be run, it needs to be given the current network 
topology.  Network topology refers to the physical connections in the power system and 
includes information on how the transmission lines are connected to the load and 
generation buses.  Since opening or closing breakers and switches in any substation can 
cause the network topology to change, a program is required that reads the telemetered 
breaker/switch status indications and restructures the electrical model of the system [18].  
This program is labeled as the “Network Topology Program” in Figure 2.2.  The network 
topology program must include a complete description of each substation and how the 
transmission lines are attached to the substation equipment.  Bus sections that are 
connected to other bus sections through closed breakers or switches are categorized as 
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belonging to the same electrical bus.  Thus, the number of electrical buses and the manner 
in which they are interconnected can be changed in the model to reflect breaker and 
switch status changes on the power system itself. 
 
As seen in Figure 2.2, the output of the network topology program is sent to the 
state estimator program along with the other measurements.   State estimation is a 
technique that estimates the state of a power system by utilizing a set of real-time, 
redundant measurements recorded from the power system.  There are three main 
categories of real-time measurements used for state estimation: (i) analog measurements, 
which include bus voltages, real and reactive power injections, and real and reactive 
power flows; (ii) status measurements consisting of switch and breaker positions; and (iii) 
psuedo measurements consisting of forecasted bus loads and generations.  Usually, the 
process involves imperfect measurements that are redundant and the process of estimating 
the system states is based on a statistical criterion that estimates the true value of the state 
variables to minimize or maximize the selected criterion [18].  The most commonly used 
criterion is that of minimizing the sum of squares of the differences between the 
estimated and the “true” (i.e. measured) values of a function.  If the set of measurements 
is sufficient in number and well distributed geographically, the state estimation will give 
an estimate of the system state. 
 
If the set of measurements is sufficient to make the state estimation possible, then 
power system network is “observable.”  Power system observability depends on the 
number of measurements available, the measurement accuracy, and their geographic 
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distribution.   The definition of observability, used in this thesis, refers only to the 
observability of power systems and is different then the standard definition used in linear 
system textbooks, such as [27].  State estimation solvability conditions are determined by 
observability analysis, which determines which states in a power system can be estimated.  
Most power systems are designed to be observable for most operating conditions.  
Temporary unobservability may occur due to unanticipated network topology changes, 
sensor failure, or failures in the communication systems. 
 
 The output of the state estimator consists of all bus voltage magnitudes and phase 
angles (the state variables).  The output also includes several quantities that are calculated 
from the state variables, which include, transmission line MW and MVAR flows, and bus 
loads and generations.  These quantities, together with the electrical model developed by 
the network topology program, provide the basis for the economic dispatch program, 
contingency analysis program, and generation corrective action program.  For more 
information on these three programs, please refer to [18] or [28]. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF PACKET DELAYS ON AN 
ETHERNET NETWORK 
 
Two experimental platforms were created in order to experimentally measure and 
characterize measurement delay errors in a scaled down version of a real information 
embedded power system.  These setups allow for measuring delays in sending a typical 
set of power system bus measurements from RTU computers to an energy control center.  
Using the measurement delay information, the waveforms for the observed power system 
variables can be constructed and compared to the true variable waveforms, thus allowing 
the MDEs to be calculated.   The experimental setups and sample experimental results 
will be discussed separately in the sections that follow. 
 
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEEDURES 
Two separate experimental setups have been created in order to experimentally 
measure and characterize measurement delay errors in information embedded power 
systems.  The first setup consists of an actual scaled-down version of an information 
embedded power system.  This setup, which utilizes real power system and data 
acquisition hardware, was built in Drexel University’s Interconnected Power Systems 
Laboratory (IPSL).  The first experimental platform consists of: i) power system 
hardware; ii) a measurement system; iii) a communication system (Ethernet computer 
network); and iv) a computer representing a power system control center. 
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The second experimental platform uses simulated power system transient data 
instead of live measurements recorded from a real power system, therefore it lacks the 
power system hardware and measurement system.  Both setups have several advantages 
and disadvantages over one another.  These experimental platforms will be discussed 
separately in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 respectively.  
 
Both versions of the experimental platform utilize identical digital timing circuits 
in order to measure packet delays in sending measurement packets from the RTU 
computers to the control center.  The digital hardware and delay calculations will be 
presented in detail in Section 3.1.3. 
 
3.1.1 Experimental Setup Using On-Line Power System Data 
The first experimental platform that was developed is shown in Figure 3.1.  The 
power system portion of Figure 3.1 consists of a three-bus system with two generator 
buses feeding a load bus.  The transmission lines are constructed using lumped parameter 
equipment for resistances, capacitances, and inductances.  The transmission lines were 
built to represent π-models.  The three-phase utility grid bus is a 208 VAC supply from 
Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO).  The PECO three-phase supply has a source 
impedance of about 0.05Ω and is capable of supplying currents of about 600 A.   The 
Drexel generator, shown in the figure, is a three-phase synchronous generator rated at 208 
VAC, 5 kVA, and 1200 RPMs.  The load bus consists of a three-phase rectifier feeding 
an electronic 1000W DC load.  The DC load can automatically be controlled with a RTU 
computer to create different loading conditions and transients.  More information on the 
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power system hardware can be found in Appendix A: Power System Network Design. 
 
The measurement system includes two RTU computers equipped with signal 
conditioning and data acquisition hardware.  These RTUs sample the three-phase voltages 
and currents at different buses in the system.  They calculate rms voltage, rms current, 
and real power injections at regular time intervals.  Details on the signal conditioning 
hardware and data acquisition routine can be found in Appendix B: SCADA System 
Design.  These RTU computers can communicate with the control center computer over a 
10 Mbps Ethernet (twisted pair) computer network. 
 
The experimental setup includes one additional RTU computer on the network 
that represents a computer network noise source.  This RTU is equipped with high-end 
network analyzer software package called Sniffer Pro LAN v4.7 by Network Associates.  
This noise source injects dummy Ethernet packets, at a specified rate and size, into the 
Ethernet network.  These noise packets represent background traffic that may be present 
in real information embedded power systems due to other computer conversations taking 
place on the network.  This allows for larger networks to be simulated.  The background 
traffic is measured as a percentage of total network bandwidth utilization using the 
network analyzer software. 
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Figure 3.1:  Information Embedded Power System Experimental Setup 
 
Experiments are performed by having one of the RTU computers record and send 
power system measurements in real-time over the Ethernet network to the computer 
representing the control center.  The measurements are sent at a user specified rate.  Rms 
voltage, rms current, and real power injection measurements are encapsulated in a single 
Ethernet frame and sent to the control center during each measurement interval or 
sampling point.  These packets can be sent using either the TCP or UDP transport 
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protocol.  The packets are padded with junk data to create a maximum sized Ethernet 
frame of 1500 bytes, which represents the worse case scenario.  These measurement 
packets are sent over the computer network with controlled amounts of background 
traffic present on the network.  This allows for packet delays to be measured under 
different computer network loading conditions.  The measurement delays are measured 
using two digital hardware timers on the control center.  The delay measurement process 
will be discussed in detail in section 3.1.3. 
 
3.1.2 Experimental Setup Using Simulated/Pre-Recorded Power System Data 
A modified version of the experimental setup was designed in order to allow 
experiments to run using pre-recorded or simulated data.  This modified setup is shown in 
Figure 3.2.  Using this setup, simulated (or prerecorded) data can be loaded into one of 
the RTU computers and sent in real-time to the control center.   
 
The experiment runs exactly in the same fashion as described for the setup in 
Figure 3.1, except that the data is simulated and not taken live from a real power system.  
The simulated data is interpolated at fixed time steps and time stamped.  Individual 
voltage, current, and power injection measurement points are again encapsulated in a 
single Ethernet frame and sent to the control center at the appropriate time (matching the 
time stamp).  This experimental setup also includes one additional RTU computer on the 
network that represents a computer network noise source.  This noise source injects 
dummy Ethernet packets, at a specified rate and size, into the Ethernet network.   
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Figure 3.2:  Experimental Setup 
 
This modified version of the experimental setup has several advantages over the 
previous experimental setup shown in Figure 3.1: i) it allows for transient behaviors that 
would be difficult to create safely in a small laboratory environment; ii) it allows for 
much larger power systems to be analyzed; and iii) it reduces the computational load 
placed on the RTU computers, therefore eliminating processing delays that may 
overshadow the communication delays.  One disadvantage of this setup is that simulated 
power system data will only be as good as the model that outputs the data.  The example 
experimental results presented in this thesis were all obtained using the experimental 
setup shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
The software graphical user interface that runs on both the RTUs and control 
center is shown in Figure 3.3.  This looks like a simple interface, but there is an enormous 
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amount of code behind it.  The software works in either “RTU mode” or “Control Center 
mode” and performs the following tasks: 
• Import and parse transient simulation data from Matlab 
• Provides TCP/UDP network functionality to send/receive network packets 
between the computers at specific and accurate rates. 
• Controls digital hardware timers (on DAQ card) in order to perform packet 
delay measurements 
• Processes delay measurements and construct the delayed (observed) 
versions of the voltage, current, and power waveforms. 
• Compares delayed measurement waveforms to the true measurement 
waveforms in order to determine measurement delay errors (MDEs) 
• Logs true power system waveforms, delayed power system waveforms, 
packet delays, and measurement delay errors and exports it to a data file 
that can be read and plotted by Matlab. 
 
The code behind the experimental software interface can be found in Appendix C: 
Experimental Software Design. 
  
3.1.3 Packet Delay Measurement Hardware  
The experimental setups shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 both include digital 
hardware that is used for measuring the delays in sending measurement packets from the 
RTUs to the control center.  In both setups, the control center computer is equipped with 
a data acquisition card that includes two 12-bit digital hardware timers and several digital 
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I/O channels.  The digital timers have a resolution of 1x10-5 s and are configured for 
repetitive measurement of the time interval between successive transitions of their 
respective gate signals.  The RTU computers are also each equipped with a data 
acquisition card that includes several digital I/O channels.  One of the digital outputs from 
the RTU computers is connected to the gate signal of the first digital timer on the control 
center computer.  Only a single RTU can provide the gate signal during a particular 
experiment, therefore each experimental run only allows for measuring delay errors for a 
single RTU.  A digital output signal from the control center computer provides the gate 
signal for the second timer.  These connections are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 
 
 
Figure 3.3:  Energy Control Center and RTU Software Interface 
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Each time an RTU is about to send a measurement packet to the control center, it 
simply inverts the gate signal for the first timer.  Thus, the first digital timer measures the 
time between the RTU sending successive measurement packets.  In similar fashion, the 
control center inverts the gate signal to the second digital timer each time the control 
center receives a new packet from the RTU.  Therefore, the second timer measures the 
interarrival times of the measurement packets.  These time intervals are automatically 
stored in data buffers on the control center.  These two timers provide enough 
information to calculate the latency in delivering each measurement packet to the control 
center.  The delay measurement process is illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
 
τB1 τB2 τB3 τB4
t0 t'1
t'i
t'3 t'4
ti
τAi
τBi
Time between sending the ith and the (i-1)th measurement
packet from the RTU
Time between the arrival of the ith and (i-1)th measurement
packet at the control center
Time when the ith packet is sent from RTU
Time when the ith measurement packet arrives at the control
center
t'2
t1 t2 t3 t4
Digital input to gate on Timer B
τA1 τA2 τA3 τA4
Digital input to gate on Timer A
 
Figure 3.4:  Network Delay Measurement Process 
 
In Figure 3.4, the time intervals labeled τAi represent the times between sending 
the ith and the (i-1)th packets from the RTU.  These intervals should be fairly uniform 
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since they are precisely controlled by a software timer on the RTU (see Appendix C).  
The time intervals labeled τBi represent the interarrival times between the ith and the (i-1)th 
packets at the control center.  The time intervals τAi and τBi are directly measured by the 
digital timers on the control center data acquisition card.  The time points labeled ti 
indicate the time instant when the ith packet is sent from the RTU.  The times labeled t’i 
indicate the moment when the ith data packet arrives at the control center.  The times ti 
and t’i are simply calculated as: 
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Thus, the total delay in delivering the ith measurement packet to the control center 
can be simply calculated as: 
 
Total Delay  =  TDi =  t’i  -  ti                                              (3.2) 
 
Generally, the total delay time (TDi) represents the time that elapses between when 
the software command is given on the RTU to send a measure packet, until the time when 
the packet data is read into memory on the control center computer from it’s network 
card.  More specifically, the delay time, TDi, is made up of four sources of delay: (i) the 
time it takes the CPU on the RTU to process the software command and move the 
measurement data from system memory to the output data buffer on the RTU’s network 
adaptor; (ii) the time the data must wait in the buffer on the RTU’s network adaptor until 
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being transmitted (queuing delay); (iii) the transmission and propagation time for the data 
to travel across the Ethernet twisted pair cable; and (iv) the time it takes the CPU on the 
control center to read the data from the network adaptor into memory.  Figure 3.5 
illustrates the path the measurement data follows from the RTU to the control center.  It 
should be noted that some network cards implement Direct Memory Access (DMA) to 
move data directly to and from the host computer’s memory without the intervention of 
the CPU. 
 
I/O Bus
CPU NetworkAdaptor Ethernet
Network
Control Center
Cache
Memory
I/O Bus
CPU
Cache
Memory
Network
Adaptor
RTU Computer  
Figure 3.5:  Data Path for Measurement Data 
 
As traffic increases on the Ethernet network, the number of packet collisions will 
increase.  Large amounts of packet collisions can cause larger queuing delays on the 
RTU’s network adapter since data packets at the tail of the queue will have to wait for 
data packets at the head of the queue to be retransmitted (possibly multiple times).  
Packets are retransmitted using the exponential back-off algorithm discussed in section 
2.2.1.a of this thesis.  Therefore, TDi will most likely increase with increasing network 
traffic.  All computers used in the experimental setup utilize a Linksys LNE100TX 
network adapter. 
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental setup in Figure 3.2 was used to measure packet delay times over 
a wide range of Ethernet loading conditions (from 0% to 90% network utilization).  For 
each experimental run, a group of 5000 measurement packets were sent from an RTU 
computer to the control center.  Experiments were run using both the UDP and TCP 
transport protocols.  When using UDP, packets were sent at a rate of 50 packets/second.  
Packets were sent at a rate of 5 packets/second when using the TCP transport protocol.  
The input (output) buffers on the control center (RTU) act as a queuing system.  Prior to 
beginning an experiment, a group of 1000 packets are sent from the RTU to the control 
center so that the input/output buffer queues on the network interface cards reach a steady 
state (if possible) before starting to record delay measurements. 
 
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show a summary of experimental results in sending 
10000 measurement packets from an RTU to the control center using the UDP and TCP 
transport protocols, respectively. Experiments were repeated for different levels of 
background noise (from 10%-90% network utilization).  These tables provide the mean, 
standard deviation, and variance of network delays that were recorded for each level of 
noise network utilization. 
 
Figure 3.6 shows how the mean UDP packet delay increases almost linearly with 
increasing Ethernet network utilization.  Figure 3.7 shows similar results for TCP packets 
delays.
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Table 3.1:  Summary of Experimentally Recorded UDP Packet Delays 
UDP Experimental Test Results   
    
Results from Sending 10000 packets from an RTU to the Control Center 
    
% Network Utilization Mean Delay (s) Std (s) Var (s) 
0 0.0015 1.80E-05 3.25E-10 
10 0.0016 2.24E-04 5.01E-08 
20 0.0016 3.04E-04 9.27E-08 
30 0.0017 3.50E-04 1.23E-07 
40 0.0018 3.85E-04 1.48E-07 
50 0.0018 4.09E-04 1.67E-07 
60 0.0019 4.10E-04 1.68E-07 
70 0.002 4.10E-04 1.68E-07 
80 0.002 3.97E-04 1.58E-07 
90 0.0021 3.80E-04 1.45E-07 
 
 
 
Table 3.2:  Summary of Experimentally Recorded TCP Packet Delays 
TCP Experimental Test Results   
    
Results from Sending 10000 packets from an RTU to the Control Center 
    
% Network Utilization Mean Delay (s) Std (s) Var (s) 
0 0.092 8.28E-02 6.90E-03 
10 0.1012 6.84E-02 4.70E-03 
20 0.1078 3.96E-02 1.60E-03 
30 0.1087 3.97E-02 1.60E-03 
40 0.11 6.52E-02 4.20E-03 
50 0.113 3.95E-02 1.60E-03 
60 0.1144 3.96E-02 1.60E-03 
70 0.1178 3.95E-02 1.60E-03 
80 0.1256 5.19E-02 2.70E-03 
90 0.1283 4.36E-02 1.90E-03 
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Figure 3.6:  Mean UDP Packet Delays with Increasing Network Utilization 
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Figure 3.7:  Mean TCP Packet Delays with Increasing Network Utilization 
 
Some sample experimental results are shown in the figures that follow.  Figure 3.8 
shows some UDP packet delays that were experimentally recorded using the hardware 
setup shown in Figure 3.2.  The top graph in Figure 3.8 shows the UDP packet delays for 
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each of the 5000 packets with a background traffic level of 20% network bandwidth 
utilization present on the network.  In this case, the mean delay time was 0.0016 s and the 
standard deviation was 3.04e-4s.  The bottom graph shows the UDP packets delays with a 
background traffic level of 60% network bandwidth utilization.  For this second case, the 
mean delay time was 0.0019 s and the standard deviation was 4.10e-4 s. 
 
Figure 3.9 is similar to Figure 3.8 except that it shows TCP packet delays that 
were measured using the same experimental setup.  It can be seen that in the case of the 
TCP packet delays, that the packet delays assume a step like function over time.  This is 
caused by the flow control capability of TCP, which uses a sliding window protocol to 
transmit data.  The sliding window protocol limits the number of packets that can be sent 
before receiving an acknowledgement from the receiver.  This handshaking algorithm 
therefore increases the packet delays on the network.  More information on TCP and its 
sliding window protocol can be found in [25-26].  The top graph in Figure 3.9 shows the 
TCP packet delays for 500 packets with a background traffic level of 20% network 
bandwidth utilization present on the network.  For this experiment, the mean packet delay 
was 0.1078 s and the standard deviation was3.96e-02.  The second graph shows the TCP 
packets delays with a background traffic level of 60% network bandwidth utilization.  For 
this second case, the mean delay time was 0.1144 s and the standard deviation was 3.96e-
4 s.   
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Figure 3.8:  Experimentally Recorded UDP Packet Delays 
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Figure 3.9:  Experimentally Recorded TCP Packet Delays 
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Figure 3.10 shows the autocorrelation of the two sets of UDP packet delays that 
were presented in Figure 3.8.  The autocorrelation was found using the Matlab 
autocorrelation function.  It can be seen there is a near linear correlation for both the 20% 
and 60% background network utilization cases.  Figure 3.11 shows similar results for the 
two sets of TCP packet delays that were shown in Figure 3.9.  The graphs in Figure 3.12 
and 3.13 give an estimate of the power spectrum density for the two sets of UDP packet 
delays and TCP packet delays, respectively.  The power spectrum density was found 
using the periodogram function in Matlab, with a rectangular window and an 8192-point 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).  It can be seen in both figures that the frequency spectrum 
is nearly flat.  This type of frequency response justifies the use of a white noise based 
stochastic information model.  The limited measurement bandwidth will be addressed in 
the development of a colored noise based information embedded power system model. 
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Figure 3.10:  Autocorrelation of UDP Packet Delays 
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Figure 3.11:  Autocorrelation of TCP Packet Delays 
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Figure 3.12:  Estimate of Power Spectrum Density for UDP Packet Delays 
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Figure 3.13:  Estimate of Power Spectrum Density for TCP Packet Delays 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF AN INFORMATION EMBEDDED POWER 
SYSTEM MODEL 
 
The model of our system will be composed of both the physical infrastructure of 
the power system as well as the information infrastructure (computer network).  
Measurements obtained from our experimental platform will be used for the purposes of 
first quantifying parameters that are inherent in the assumed models of the information 
embedded power system and secondly, for eventual validation of the models.  
Traditionally, the following model depicted the power system behavior: 
 
( )
( )yx,
yxx
g
f
=
=
0
,&
                                                           (4.1) 
 
where x represented the dynamic states of the system (like generator angles and 
velocities) and y represented the algebraic states (like load bus voltage magnitudes and 
phases).  In many cases, this system of differential algebraic equations is reduced to a 
system of ordinary differential equations under the assumption that all algebraic variables 
are always implicitly expressed as functions of dynamic variables to obtain: 
 
( )xx f=&                                                             (4.2) 
 
In the past, when considering uncertain perturbations in the system, such as load 
fluctuations, this equation was transformed to a stochastic differential equation: 
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( )εε xx f=&                                                             (4.3) 
 
where xε refers to the stochastically perturbed state of the system transformed as such 
through the inclusion of additive zero mean gaussian noises [30].  These noises were 
basically quantified through both the variances of load fluctuations and measurement 
errors.  In our case, since the focus is mainly on measurement delay errors, these noises 
will be quantified through the variance of affected voltages, currents, and power 
injections measured at remote points in the information network.  It is the measure of 
these variances among others that serve as the motivation for the experimental setup. 
 
The following subsections discuss the unperturbed and perturbed system models 
that are used to describe the physical infrastructure of the power system and the 
information infrastructure.  Equations (4.2) and (4.3) are formulated to include not only 
states of the system such as generator angles and velocities, but also “information 
variables”, which include the bus voltages, currents, and power injection measurements 
viewed remotely at the energy control center.  “Measurement” or “Information” variables 
will always be a delayed version of actual variables due to the random time delays in 
delivering measurements to the energy control center over a computer network.  This 
chapter starts off with the development of a simple first-order model with additive white 
noise.  The chapter then proceeds to develop a more sophisticated non-linear model with 
additive white noise.  Finally, a first-order model with additive colored noise is developed 
in order to begin to address the limited bandwidth of the delay measurement system. 
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4.1 FIRST ORDER INFORMATION MODEL WITH ADDITIVE WHITE 
NOISE 
 
This section incorporates a first-order white noise model to describe the 
perturbations of power system measurements viewed at the control center in information 
embedded power systems.  White noise is an ideal case for a practical system and is a 
reasonable approximation for a broad range of wide band colored noises [32]. 
 
4.1.1 Unperturbed System Model 
This thesis builds upon the classical dynamic model of an n-bus and m-machine 
power system.  The classical model is expanded to represent both the physical 
infrastructure of the power system as well as the information infrastructure. Additional 
dynamic state variables are added to the classical model in order to describe the 
“information variables” or “measurement variables”, which are power system 
measurements viewed at the control center in an information embedded power system.  
Information variables will always be delayed versions of the true power system variables 
due to random delays in the communication system.  These information state variables 
include the voltage, current, and power injections at each bus in the power system.  The 
complete n-bus, m-machine system is thus described by: 
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The following notation is used for the power system variables and parameters: 
δi  phase angle 
ωi  frequency 
Mi  inertia coefficient 
Di  damping coefficient 
Pmi(Pei)  mechanical input (electrical output) power 
Pli  bus real power injection 
Ii bus current injection 
Vi  bus voltage 
Ei  internal generator voltage 
|Yij|( θij) magnitude (phase) of ijth element of Ybus 
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The following notation is used for the “information” or “observed” variables: 
mvk  bus voltage measurement observed at the control center 
mIk  bus current injection measurement observed at the control center 
mPk  bus power injection measurement observed at the control center 
rk  computer network time constant observed at the control center 
 
Since the developed information model builds upon the classical power system 
dynamic model, Mi, Ei, and Pmi are assumed to be constant throughout all transients.  All 
loads are modeled as constant power loads.  Bus 1 is taken as the swing bus.  It is 
assumed that the information variables can be scaled to per unit values as in traditional 
power system models.  The state vector in terms of equation (4.2) is: 
 
[ ]TPIV mmmωδ=x                                         (4.6) 
 
In this approach, we are assuming that a first-order linear differential equation can 
be used to solve for the information variables for a given set of power system variables 
(bus voltage, bus current injection, or bus power injection).  To clarify this issue, consider 
the following real world scenario: 
 
A remote terminal unit (RTU) computer is monitoring and recording the voltage 
at a certain bus in a power system.  The RTU is made to send bus voltage measurement 
packets over an Ethernet computer network to an energy control center at a regular time 
interval τ.  As the energy control center computer (or master station) receives these 
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measurements, they are displayed on a monitor.  Suddenly, the true bus voltage that is 
being monitored jumps instantaneously from 0.8 Vp.u. to a new voltage value of 1.0 Vp.u. 
 
In this scenario, we do not expect the observed voltage value being displayed in 
the control center to instantly change to this new voltage value.  The observed voltage 
will have a delayed response due to the time delays in delivering the voltage 
measurements.  It is assumed that in the absence of external network traffic (or noise) and 
as the measurement time interval τ approaches zero, the observed voltage will 
exponentially approach the new true voltage.  This exponential time constant is selected 
as the mean time delay in delivering the true voltage value to the energy control center.  
Figure 4.1 shows the step response for the observed bus voltage with a time constant r = 
0.05 seconds.  This time constant can be experimentally determined for a given computer 
on local area network by determining the mean measurement delay. 
 
 
Figure 4.1:  Step Response of Observed Voltage for Example Scenario 
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In reality, we know that the observed voltage will not approach the new voltage 
value in a pure exponential fashion for the above scenario.  Instead, the observed voltage 
value will quickly change to the new true value after the transmission delay (or time 
constant value), as shown by the red curve in Figure 4.1.  This first order approximation 
allows ease in analysis and will be sufficient for a first modeling attempt.  It is assumed 
that the measurement time delay will be the same for all observed variables at a given 
bus, since it is assumed these variables will be grouped together in the same measurement 
packet.  The value of rk will be the same for all power system buses (rk = r for k = 1 to n) 
since all RTUs are on a single LAN and therefore share the same collision domain. 
 
4.1.2 Perturbed System Model 
The differential equations for the observed voltages, currents, and power 
injections shown in equation (4.4), are assumed to be only valid if the computer network 
has a first order response with a fixed time constant and there is no random component of 
the delay in sending measurement packets over the computer network.  Normally, there 
will be random amounts of background traffic present on the computer network due to 
other computer conversations taking place on the network.  This background traffic can 
cause collisions and queuing (buffering) delays that will result in random delays in 
delivering measurement packets to the energy control center.  Therefore, in reality there 
will be a random component to the time constant rk of the computer network.  In this 
model, we will assume that there will be a zero mean gaussian noise additive component 
to the time constant rk.  We introduce a new variable sk, that is simply the inverse of the 
time constant rk: 
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k
k r
s 1=                                                               (4.7) 
 
We next add a fluctuating component to sk: 
 
( )[ ]twss kkk &γ+→ 1                                                       (4.8) 
 
where ( )tw&  is a Gaussian white noise and γk is a scaling parameter describing noise 
intensity [31] at the kth bus.  The parameter γk is the ratio of the respective standard 
deviation to its corresponding mean value of sk.  The parameter γk will vary depending on 
the level of background traffic (noise) at each monitored bus. This thesis quantifies 
network background traffic as the average percentage of computer network bandwidth 
utilization.  Since this thesis assumes that all RTU computers monitoring the power 
system are connected to the same computer LAN, the background traffic will be the same 
at all monitored buses in the power system.  This means that the value of γk will be equal 
for all values of k.  The model presented in this thesis can also be used for larger switched 
networks with many separate collision domains, where the value of γk will not be equal 
for all buses. 
 
Substituting (4.8) into the observed variable equations in (4.4), we obtain the 
following stochastic differential equations [32]: 
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Next let: 
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Then the noise terms applied to the computer network time constant for the 
observed voltage, current, and power injections respectively (at the kth bus) are given as: 
 
klεβε2                                                           (4.12) 
 
In this approach, the generator damping/inertia ratio, β, is used to rescale the 
intensity of the noises.  This is because buses with small damping coefficients will have 
smaller transient δ swings (or smaller rate of change) and therefore experience smaller 
delay errors.  The corresponding equations representing the dynamics of the system, after 
substituting (4.12) into (4.4), will be as follows: 
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Therefore, the perturbed state vector in terms of equation (4.3) is: 
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where mεV, mεI,, and mεP  are the perturbed versions of mV, mI,, and mP, respectively. 
Thus, xε is the perturbed state vector. 
 
The goal of the experimental setup, described in the last chapter, was to obtain the 
parameters sk and γk.  The parameter sk is obtained by experimentally measuring the mean 
delay time in sending a measurement from the kth bus to the energy control center with no 
external noise (or traffic) present on the network.  This is under the assumption that the 
distribution of noise around sk is ergodic.  The parameter γk is found as the ratio of the 
standard deviation to the mean value of the delay time for sending measurements from 
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the kth bus to the energy control center.  The measurements for the γk parameters must be 
found for different levels of background network traffic because this parameter will vary 
with traffic intensity.  For example, in order to simulate mεV for a specific level of 
background network utilization in equation (4.13), the γk parameters must be 
experimentally found for that level of traffic intensity. 
 
4.2 NONLINEAR INFORMATION MODEL WITH ADDITIVE WHITE 
NOISE 
 
The last section presented a first-order information model with white noise to 
describe the perturbations of power system measurements as viewed at a control center.  
This first-order approximation allows for ease in modeling and serves as a good first 
attempt to test the validity of this type of stochastic modeling approach.  Unfortunately, 
the exponential model is not completely realistic because, in the case of a sudden change 
in true power system variables, it is known that the information or observed variables 
(mVi, mPi, and mIi) will not exponentially approach the corresponding true values of the 
power system variables (Vi, Pi, and Ii).  Instead, the information variables will stay at their 
initial values and then jump instantaneously to the true values only after a certain time 
delay after the power system perturbation.  This time delay is due to the time it takes to 
deliver these measurements over the computer network to the control center.  This section 
develops a more realistic nonlinear model to describe the behavior of the information 
variables. 
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4.2.1 Unperturbed System Model 
As in the case of the linear first-order model, the nonlinear model presented in this 
section builds upon the classical dynamic model of an n-bus and m-machine power 
system.  The classical model is again expanded to represent both the physical 
infrastructure of the power system as well as the information infrastructure. Additional 
dynamic state variables are added to the classical model in order to describe the 
“information variables”.  The same parameter and variable notation, which was presented 
in section 4.1, will be used again in this section, with the addition of a few new 
parameters. 
 
 After testing various types of delay models, it was decided that the Logistic 
Growth Model could more realistically model the response of information variables to a 
sudden change in the corresponding true power system variables.  This model was 
developed by the Belgian mathematician Pierre Verhulst (1838), who first used this 
model to describe the population growth rate of different kinds of organisms.   
 
Using the logistic growth model to represent the information variables, the 
complete n-bus, m-machine system is thus described by: 
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where the differential equations representing the information variables have the following 
solutions: 
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The parameter ak represents that maximum rate of growth for the response of the model.  
The parameter ak is selected as a function of the mean time delay in delivering the true 
power system variable values to the energy control center.  It will be shown how this 
parameter is derived later in this section. 
 
The logistic growth model gives a characteristic sigmoid shaped transient 
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response.  Figure 4.2 shows an example of how the logistic model provides an improved 
response over the exponential model.  This figure shows the step response for three 
different information models, in a case where a monitored bus voltage is perturbed and 
caused to jump from 0.01 Vp.u. to 1 Vp.u.  The first (or blue) waveform in the graph 
shows the step response that would be desired from an “ideal” model when there is a 
deterministic delay of 10ms on the communication network.  It can be seen that in the 
case of this ideal model, the information variable jumps instantaneously to the true value 
after the 10ms computer network delay.  The second (or green) waveform shows the 
response from the exponential model that was presented in Section 4.1.1 (with r=10ms).  
The final (or black) waveform shows an example sigmoidal response from the above 
logistic model.  It can be seen from Figure 4.2, that the logistic model provides a much 
closer approximation to the ideal step response.  The gray-shaded area illustrates the error 
that is reduced by switching from the exponential model to the logistic model.  The 
logistic model can be shaped to more closely approach the ideal model by adjusting the 
parameter ak. 
 
As stated earlier, the parameter ak represents that maximum rate of growth for the 
response of the model.  In order for the model to behave correctly, the parameter ak must 
be related to the mean time delay in delivering the true power system variable values to 
the energy control center.  It is desired that the information variables reach 63.2% of their 
steady state value at time t = r, where r is the mean network time delay or network time 
constant.  The value 63.2% comes from the exponential model in (4.4), where m(r) will 
also be equal to 63.2% of the steady state value.  Therefore, if for example we take the 
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voltage equation in (4.16), and let t = r, m(r)=0.632Vs, and solve for ak, we obtain: 
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where mV(0) is the initial condition of the information variable and Vs is the steady state 
value.  Therefore, the parameter ak can be found for bus k by experimentally measuring 
the mean network time delay (r) in delivering a measurement packet from the RTU at bus 
k to the control center and then plugging the value for r into equation (4.17). 
 
 
Figure 4.2:  Step Response of Logistic Information Model 
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4.2.2 Perturbed System Model 
As in Section 4.1.1, the differential equations for the observed voltages, currents, 
and power injections shown in equation (4.15) are assumed to be only valid if the 
response of the computer network has a fixed time constant and there is no random 
component of the delay in sending measurement packets over the computer network.  In 
reality there will be a random component to the delay due to the non-deterministic nature 
of Ethernet and the random packet collisions that can occur.  To account for the random 
component of delay, we will assume that there will be a zero mean Gaussian noise 
additive component to the parameter ak.  Following a procedure similar to that used in 
Section 4.1.2, we introduce a new variable bk, that is simply the inverse of the parameter 
ak: 
 
k
k a
b 1=                                                               (4.18) 
 
We next add a fluctuating component to bk: 
 
( )[ ]twbb kkk &λ+→ 1                                                       (4.19) 
 
where ( )tw&  is again standard Gaussian white noise and λk is a scaling parameter 
describing noise intensity at the kth bus.  The parameter λk will vary depending on the 
level of background traffic (noise) at each monitored bus.  As stated earlier, this thesis 
assumes that all RTU computers monitoring the power system are connected to the same 
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computer LAN, therefore the same background traffic will be visible at all monitored 
buses in the power system.  This means that the value of λk will be equal for all values of 
k.  
 
Substituting (4.19) into the observed variable equations in (4.15), we obtain the 
following stochastic differential equations: 
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Next let: 
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Then the noise terms applied to the computer network time constant for the 
observed voltage, current, and power injections respectively (at the kth bus) are given as: 
 
klκβκ2                                                       (4.23) 
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The corresponding equations representing the dynamics of the system, after substituting 
(4.23) into (4.15), will be as follows: 
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where mεV, mεI,, and mεP  are the perturbed versions of mV, mI,, and mP, respectively.  The 
perturbed state vector for this model is the same as (4.14). 
 
The parameter λk is found by transforming the experimentally obtained value of 
γk, using the following equation: 
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where γk, as introduced in Section 4.1.2, is the ratio of the respective standard deviation to 
its corresponding mean value of sk.  This is the same linear transformation that was used 
to calculate ak based on the value of rk in equation (4.17). 
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4.3 FIRST ORDER INFORMATION MODEL WITH ADDITIVE COLORED 
NOISE 
 
The modeling of small perturbations of information variables with a specific 
range of intensities and bandwidths for information embedded power systems is 
emphasized in this section.  These small perturbations are caused by measurement delay 
fluctuations on the computer network.  Due to the fact that the modeling of a perturbation 
using a zero mean Gaussian white noise may not provide a proper description of random 
fluctuations, this section incorporates a colored noise model to describe the perturbations 
in information variables.  The main difficulty in the analysis of these models stems from 
the fact that colored noise has a finite correlation time or T = 1/α, while in the case of 
white noise driven systems, since the noise is uncorrelated, the system is Markovian and 
can be described by a Fokker-Planck equation. 
 
It is more realistic to model information variable perturbations in an information 
embedded power system as colored noise rather than white noise, since the former has a 
unique quality of scanning over various ranges of noise parameters which represent the 
bandwidth of the noise, its spectral height, and the dissipation coefficient [30].  In this 
regard, it can be argued that small magnitude perturbations of information variables are 
the results of the aggregate behavior of several hundred RTUs transmitting measurements 
independently on the network and causing random packet collisions, which leads to 
wideband terms.  In terms of the noise model, this is transferred to the power output 
levels, which is a function of two parameters ε and α.  So, the colored noise can be 
adjusted by varying the intensity or bandwidth, to simulate this important measure. 
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4.3.1 Unperturbed System Model 
The first-order unperturbed information embedded power system model coincides 
with the unperturbed model presented previously in section 4.1.1, so it is not necessary to 
derive it again.  The unperturbed model will simply be restated here for the purpose of 
convenience: 
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where: 
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The variable notion used in (4.26) and (4.27) is the same as presented in section 4.1.1 of 
this thesis. 
 
4.3.2 Perturbed System Model 
In the previous sections of this chapter, the perturbations of information variables 
were modeled as zero-mean Gaussian distributed white noise.  These noises have the 
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property of infinite bandwidth, which translates to their infinite noise power output levels.  
In this sort of approach, the only variable parameter in the noise is its intensity, εl.  In the 
case of zero-mean Gaussian distributed colored noises, the problem under consideration 
contains two varying parameters, the intensity and the bandwidth, α, of the noise.  Since 
the total power output of the noise is the product εlα, there are at least three different 
situations to consider: i) the limit of long bandwidth, in which the total power output 
grows to infinity and the colored noise becomes white in the limit; ii) the limit in which 
the bandwidth is long but the total power output of the noise vanishes; and iii) when the 
power stays finite. 
 
The white and colored noise models may be viewed as closely related since the 
placement of a first-order linear filter before an input white noise will produce the 
desirable colored noise characteristics.  For the mathematical description of a one 
dimensional variable, χ = χ (t) driven by colored noise may be considered: 
 
( ) uU +′−= χχ&                                                      (4.28) 
 
where U(χ) is the potential of the system (with a defined local minima and maxima) and 
u = u(t) is the colored noise.  An example of a colored noise linear filtering process is 
described by the following stochastic differential equation [32]: 
 
wuu l && αεα +−=                                                    (4.29) 
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This is known as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.  Further comparisons are noted 
through the noises respective autocorrelation functions.  These are the time integrals of 
the product of a given signal and a time-delayed replica of itself.  So, the autocorrelation 
functions of w&  and u are given by: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )stswtw −= δ&&                                                 (4.30) 
and 
 
( ) ( ) ( )stsutu l −−= ααε exp                                         (4.31) 
 
respectively, where δ(t-s) denotes the Kronecker delta function at the specific time, t-s.  In 
analyzing (4.30) and (4.31), it is sent that unlike the standard white noise model [32], the 
process χ = χ (t) is non-Markovian (i.e. the evolution of the state variable χ depends on 
the past history of the fluctuating force).  However, if the state variables of the system and 
the noise u are initially uncorrelated, then their joint process is Markovian. 
 
For the colored noise information embedded power system model, we will assume 
that there will be a zero mean gaussian colored noise additive component to the time 
constant rk in equation (4.26).  Once again a new variable sk is introduced, that is simply 
the inverse of the time constant rk: 
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We next add a colored noise fluctuating component to sk: 
 
[ ]uss kkk γ+→ 1                                                       (4.33) 
 
where u represents colored noise and γk is a small parameter describing noise intensity at 
the kth bus.  The parameter γk is the ratio of the respective standard deviation to its 
corresponding mean value of sk.  As stated above, the inclusion of colored noise in (4.26) 
necessitates the transformation of the problem of a dynamical system driven by colored 
noise, into one driven by white noise if u is regarded as an auxiliary variable. 
 
In the information embedded power system model, the equation pertaining to the 
noise of each information variable is represented by: 
 
wuu kklkkk && αεβεα 2+−=                                              (4.34) 
 
where, the product εlεk represents the scaled intensity of the noise applied to the kth 
system bus and αk is its bandwidth.  The scaling of noise intensities is done by the same 
procedure described in equations (4.10) and (4.11) for the white noise process. 
 
The corresponding equations representing the dynamics of the system, after 
substituting (4.34) into (4.26), will be as follows: 
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Equation (4.35) represents the final version of the stochastic information 
embedded power system model with additive colored noise.  The model parameters sk and 
γk are obtained in the same fashion as described in section 4.1.1 for the white noise model 
version.  The parameter α is found by experimentally measuring the frequency bandwidth 
of packet delays.  The noise bandwidth can found by calculating the power spectrum 
density of the packet delays. 
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5. INFORMATION EMBEDDED POWER SYSTEM MODEL VALIDATION 
 
The stochastic models that were developed in the previous chapter were tested on 
the IEEE three-bus system (shown in Figure 5.1).  The system parameters for the IEEE 
three-bus system are shown in Table 5.1.  For the simulation scenario, it is assumed that 
an RTU computer is monitoring the bus-3 voltage and sending measurement packets 
across an Ethernet network to the control center.  The developed models are each used to 
simulate the bus-3 voltage observed at a control center, during a 100 second power 
system transient.  The observed waveforms will have errors due to the delays in 
delivering the measurements. 
 
In order to obtain the true bus-3 voltage during a transient, the IEEE 3-bus system 
was simulated using the Voltage Stability Toolbox for Matlab (VST) [33], which was 
developed at Drexel University.  Among the capabilities of the VST toolbox, it can be 
used for performing time-domain simulations of the classical dynamic power system 
model that was presented in (4.4).  For the simulation, the generator-2 phase angle was 
perturbed from its steady state value of -0.1048 radians to a value of 0.4 radians.  The 
resulting bus-3 voltage transient was captured over a period of 100 seconds.  This voltage 
transient is shown in Figure 5.2.  This voltage transient represents the true voltage at bus-
3 (V3) without any measurement delay errors.  The three developed information models 
(4.13, 4.24, and 4.35) are used to predict the observed version of the bus-3 voltage (mV3) 
at the control center, under different levels of background network traffic.   
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Bus 1 Bus 2
Bus 3
Gen 1 Gen 2
Load  
Figure 5.1:  IEEE 3-Bus System 
 
Table 5.1:  System Parameters for IEEE 3-Bus System 
Bus #
Bus 1
Bus 2
Bus 3
Bus Data
P Q M D
Line Data
0.183
-0.942
--- ---
--- ---
1.0
1.0
1.5
1.50.297
0.044
R12
X12
R23
X23
R31
X31
0.01938
0.05917
0.04699
0.19800
0.05403
0.22300  
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Figure 5.2:  Simulated Bus-3 Voltage Transient from IEEE 3-Bus System 
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For the experimental validation of the models, the voltage transient was loaded 
into a RTU computer and sent in real time over the Ethernet network to the control 
center, using the experimental setup described in Section 3.1.2.  Both the simulations and 
the experiments were repeated for several levels of background network traffic. 
 
5.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In order to experimentally measure the delay errors, the true voltage transient data 
(shown in Figure 5.2) was loaded into a RTU computer and sent in real time over the 
Ethernet network to the control center at fixed time steps for the 100 second data 
duration.  The experiments were repeated using both the UDP and TCP transport 
protocols and for different levels of background network utilization.  A time step of 
200ms was used for the TCP transport protocol and a time step of 20ms was used for the 
UDP.  The bus-3 voltage value interpolated at each time step, ti, was packaged into a 
single IP packet before being sent over the network.  During each experimental trial, the 
delays were measured for each measurement packet and the observed voltage waveform 
at the control center was constructed (incorporating the measured delays).   
 
The experimental results in the figures that follow show the observed bus-3 
voltages at the control center and the corresponding measurement delay errors.  Results 
are shown for both the TCP or UDP transport protocols and for different levels of 
Ethernet utilization.  Figures 5.3-5.5 show results using the TCP transport protocol for 
10%, 40%, and 80% Ethernet utilization levels, respectively.  Figures 5.6-5.8 show 
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results using the UDP transport protocol for 10%, 40%, and 80% Ethernet utilization 
levels, respectively.  
 
In the figures below, the measurement delay errors are shown to increase with 
increasing network traffic noise.  These errors are magnified during transients, when 
measured values are changing more rapidly.  The measurement delay errors are much 
smaller when using the UDP transport protocol.  This is because of there is a large 
overhead when using TCP, due to the handshaking and flow control algorithms (as 
discussed previously).  This overhead causes a much larger delay then in the case of UDP.  
The mean delay time and standard deviation of delay for the experimental results was 
shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Figure 5.3:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 10% Network Utilization using TCP 
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Figure 5.4:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 40% Network Utilization using TCP 
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Figure 5.5:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 80% Network Utilization using TCP 
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Figure 5.6:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 10% Network Utilization using UDP 
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Figure 5.7:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 40% Network Utilization using UDP 
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Figure 5.8:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 80% Network Utilization using UDP 
 
5.2 SIMULATION RESULTS 
A common procedure is used for simulating each of the developed information 
embedded power system models.  Figure 5.9 shows the general simulation procedure for 
solving the stochastic differential equations in each of the developed information models.  
As mentioned above, the IEEE three-bus system is first simulated using the VST toolbox 
for Matlab.  The VST toolbox thus solves the δ and ω differential equations in each of the 
previously described models.  This can be done since the δ and ω equations are decoupled 
from the information variable equations in each of the models (see 4.13, 4.24, and 4.35).  
The VST time domain simulation results provide the true voltage, current, and power 
injection data from the power system.  The output variables from this time domain 
simulation are then imported into a fifth-order Runge-Kutta ODE solver, which is part of 
the Numerical Recipes in C software package [34].  The Runge-Kutta program is 
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modified to solve the information variable stochastic differential equations, utilizing the 
imported VST data in the solution process.  The solutions are obtained by performing a 
Monte Carlo simulation [35], which involves solving the differential equations 1000 
times, using a single gaussian distributed value for the appropriate time constant 
parameter during each iteration.  The final solution is taken as the average of resulting 
1000 solution waveforms.  The white noise sequences are generated using Simulink and 
are imported into the Runge-Kutta ODE solver.  Samples from the noise sequences are 
taken successively for each iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation.  The noise sequences 
are generated with the desired mean, variance, and sample time that is required for the 
particular simulation being run, and will be dependent on the model parameters.  For 
example, if it were desired to predict the information variables at the control center when 
using the TCP transport protocol with 40% network utilization on the network, one would 
use a Gaussian distributed noise array with a mean of 0.110s and variance of 4.20e-3s.  
The mean and variance values can be seen in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.  The noise sequences 
can even be further band limited, as required when simulating the colored noise model 
developed in section 4.3.  More information on the simulation code can be found in 
Appendix D. 
 
The following sections show simulation results for the developed information 
embedded power system models.  For each simulation scenario, it is assumed that an 
RTU computer is monitoring the bus-3 voltage and sending measurement packets across 
an Ethernet network to the control center.  The developed models are each used to predict 
the bus-3 voltage observed at a control center, during the 100-second power system 
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transient shown back in Figure 5.2.  The three developed information models (4.13, 4.24, 
and 4.35) are used to simulate the observed version of the bus-3 voltage (mV3) at the 
control center, under different levels of background network traffic.  
 
Import IEEE data file into the Maltab
Voltage Stability Toolbox
Use VST to create a system
pertubation and perform a time
domain simulation over a certain
window of time T
Export time array, bus voltage, and
power injection arrays into
formatted text file - This data
represents the true data from the
system - V, I, and P over window T
Start
Start with an IEEE common
data formated power system
Import time domain
simulation data into fifth-
order Runge-Kutta ODE
solver
N = 1000
i = 1
Generate a gaussian distributed
noise array of the desired mean,
variance, sample period, and
bandwidth - noise[1000]
i = i + 1
i > N
Average output waveforms from the
N Monte Carlo Simulations to obtain
mV, mI, and mP
No
Yes
Stop
Set prefault initial
conditions x0
The differential equations are solved using a variable step Runge-Kutta ODE solver
during each iteration of the Monte Carlo algorithm.  As a result, the time steps during
each iteration will not be synchronous.  This means that each waveform will have to
be interpolated at consistent time steps before being averaged together.
Solve differential equations representing
the observed or information varaibles over
window T.  The proper value of V, I, and P
will need to be plugged in at each time
step in the integration process.  These
values were obtained from VST.
Obtain next random number from
the generated noise waveform,
noise[i], to be used as the value of
the time constant for current
iteration
 
Figure 5.9:  The Simulation Procedure for Solving the Information Variable 
Stochastic Differential Equations 
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5.2.1 First Order Information Model with Additive White Noise 
The model is used to predict the observed version of the bus-3 voltage (mV3) at the 
control center during the 100 second transient shown in Figure 5.2.  Solutions were found 
using both the TCP and UDP transport protocols with background traffic levels of 10%, 
40%, and 80% network utilization.  The solutions that result when using the TCP 
protocol are shown in Figures 5.10-5.12.  Solutions when using the UDP protocol are 
shown in Figures 5.13-5.15.  The error between the simulated observed voltage waveform 
and the experimentally obtained waveforms are also presented in each of the figures.  It 
can be seen that the simulation results closely match the experimentally obtained 
waveforms obtained for a given network utilization.  It can also be seen the model loses 
some accuracy at higher network utilizations. 
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Figure 5.10:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 10% Network Utilization using TCP – 
Simulated Using the Exponential Model 
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Figure 5.11:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 40% Network Utilization using TCP - 
Simulated Using the Exponential Model 
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Figure 5.12:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 80% Network Utilization using TCP - 
Simulated Using the Exponential Model 
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Figure 5.13:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 10% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the Exponential Model 
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Figure 5.14:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 40% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the Exponential Model 
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Figure 5.15:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 80% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the Exponential Model 
 
 
5.2.2 Nonlinear Information Model with Additive White Noise 
The nonlinear logistic information model with additive white noise was also 
simulated using the procedure previously discussed and illustrated in Figure 5.9.  In order 
for the model to behave correctly, the parameter ak must be related to the mean time 
delay, rk, in delivering the true power system variable values to the energy control center.  
Therefore, when simulating the logistic model, the generated noise values must be scaled 
using equation (4.17), as discussed in Section 4.2.  Solutions again were found using both 
the TCP and UDP transport protocols with for background traffic levels of 10%, 40%, 
and 80% network utilization.  The results when using the TCP protocol are shown in 
Figures 5.16-5.18.  Results when using the UDP protocol are shown in Figures 5.19-5.21.  
The error between the simulated voltage waveform observed at the control center and the 
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experimentally obtained waveforms are also presented in each of the figures.  It can be 
seen from these results that there is some improvement over the exponential model.  This 
is because the logistic model more closely approximates the ideal information model, as 
illustrated back in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 5.16:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 10% Network Utilization using TCP - 
Simulated Using the Nonlinear Logistic Model 
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Figure 5.17:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 40% Network Utilization using TCP - 
Simulated Using the Nonlinear Logistic Model 
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Figure 5.18:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 80% Network Utilization using TCP - 
Simulated Using the Nonlinear Logistic Model 
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Figure 5.19:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 10% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the Nonlinear Logistic Model 
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Figure 5.20:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 40% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the Nonlinear Logistic Model 
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Figure 5.21:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 80% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the Nonlinear Logistic Model 
 
 
5.2.3 First Order Information Model with Additive Colored Noise 
As with the previous two models, the first order colored noise model is used to 
simulate the observed version of the bus-3 voltage (mV3) at the control center during the 
100 second transient shown in Figure 5.2.  For the colored noise model, it was necessary 
to limit the bandwidth of the generated noise values to be used for the simulation.  It was 
decided to limit the bandwidth of the noise to the middle 80% of the measurement 
bandwidth.  It was decided to choose this part of the bandwidth after evaluating power 
spectrum density graphs, such as the ones presented in Figures 3.12 and 3.13.  By 
choosing the middle 80% of the bandwidth, we eliminate the distortions at each end of 
the spectrum associated with windowing.  The gaussian noise waveforms were filtered 
using a 5th order Butterworth bandpass filter that is tuned to pass the central 80% of the 
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measurement bandwidth.  The measurement bandwidth is 5Hz when using TCP and 50Hz 
when using UDP.   Further experimental trials are required to accurately determine the 
proper noise bandwidth to be used within a certain confidence interval. 
 
Solutions were found using both the TCP and UDP transport protocols with for 
background traffic levels of 10%, 40%, and 80% network utilization.  The solutions when 
using the TCP protocol are shown in Figures 5.22-5.24.  Solutions when using the UDP 
protocol are shown in Figures 5.25-5.27.  The error between the simulated observed 
voltage waveform and the experimentally obtained waveforms are also presented in each 
of the figures. 
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Figure 5.22:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 10% Network Utilization using TCP - 
Simulated Using the First Order Colored Noise Model 
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Figure 5.23:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 40% Network Utilization using TCP - 
Simulated Using the First Order Colored Noise Model 
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Figure 5.24:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 80% Network Utilization using TCP - 
Simulated Using the First Order Colored Noise Model 
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Figure 5.25:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 10% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the First Order Colored Noise Model 
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Figure 5.26:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 40% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the First Order Colored Noise Model 
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Figure 5.27:  Observed Bus-3 Voltage with 80% Network Utilization using UDP - 
Simulated Using the First Order Colored Noise Model 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
6.1 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis examined how communication delays in delivering power system 
measurements across a computer control network can affect the accuracy of these 
measurements as viewed by remote hosts on the network.  Large amounts of computer 
network traffic may result in large measurement errors and temporarily render parts of the 
power system unobservable due to dropped measurements.  This thesis illustrated the 
weaknesses present in traditional modeling approaches, which usually only assume the 
traditional power infrastructure and do not consider time delays in delivering 
measurements.   
 
Several stochastic models were developed, which were composed of both the 
physical infrastructure of the power system as well as the embedded network 
communication infrastructure.  The developed models included new “information” state 
variables that represent power system measurements received at a remote point in the 
computer network.  These models can be used to simulate bus voltages, currents, and 
power injections observed at a control center, as well as the associated measurement 
delay errors (MDEs).  These information models are the first step in examining how 
delays in delivering power system measurements, as well as power system dynamics, can 
impact the accuracy of measurements in a power system.  Both white noise and colored 
noise models are used to characterize MDEs. 
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An experimental platform, that was used to validate the proposed models, was 
described.  Experiments were performed by having a RTU computer record and send 
power system voltage measurements in real-time over the Ethernet network to a computer 
representing a control center.  Rms voltage measurements are encapsulated in a single 
Ethernet frame and sent to the control center during each measurement interval or 
sampling point.  These packets can be sent using either the TCP or UDP transport 
protocol.  The experiments were repeated for different levels of background network 
utilization.  It was experimentally shown that MDEs increase with increasing network 
traffic.  It was also shown that these errors are magnified during power system transient 
behavior.   The experimental results were used for obtaining parameters for the developed 
models. 
 
It is hoped that the research presented in this thesis will lead to improved 
modeling techniques used in modern day power systems.  By acknowledging the coupling 
that exists between the communication system and the power system, more accurate 
models can be developed that reflect the true complexities in modern power systems.  Up 
until now, little research has been performed to analyze how random measurement delays 
(due to computer network traffic) can affect the accuracy of power system measurements.  
Also, little efforts have been made to show how power system loading and dynamics can 
further impact the magnitude of these errors. This type of analysis is vital in order to 
determine the possible effects on security analysis functions and power control systems. 
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6.2 FUTURE WORK 
The research and experimentation that was performed in this thesis was limited to 
examining a scaled-down version of an information embedded power system, which 
utilized an Ethernet LAN as its communication system.  It would not be physically 
possible for a power utility to use a single Ethernet LAN as a communication backbone in 
an information embedded power system, due to the large geographic areas involved and 
the large numbers of communicating hosts.  The research presented in this thesis should 
be expanded to larger switched computer networks, which consist of larger groups of 
interconnected small networks.  The characteristics of the measurement delays associated 
with these types of networks will be much more complex due to the added complexities 
of routing and switching.  The developed information models should be enhanced to 
accurately model these more sophisticated and realistic information embedded power 
systems. 
 
A future study should also be performed on information embedded power systems 
to examine the effects of computer networks on the controllability of the power system.  
Random traffic present on a computer network can cause delays in delivering vital control 
commands to devices present in the computer network.  Thus, the state of the computer 
network can have a large impact on the operation of the power system.  The converse of 
this statement is also true, because the state of the power system can also affect the 
operation of the computer network.  For example, if a power system is operating close to 
operating limits, the frequency of control commands from the control center may increase 
in order to keep the power system within safe operating limits.  The increased frequency 
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of control commands can lead to large traffic levels on the computer network and thus 
lead to greater packet delays. 
 
It is this author’s opinion that researchers can no longer look at modern power 
systems and consider the communication system and the power system to be two separate 
and uncoupled systems.  These systems are in fact tightly coupled can have large impacts 
on the operation of the one another.  When appropriate, future modeling efforts should try 
to reflect the coupling that exists between these two systems.  Monitoring and control 
technologies have greatly evolved in power systems and our modeling techniques should 
evolve with these technologies. 
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APPENDIX A:  POWER SYSTEM NETWORK DESIGN 
 
The power system that was designed for use in the information embedded power 
system experimental setup is shown in Figure A.1.  The three-bus power system network 
consists of two synchronous generators, three transmission lines, a three-phase rectifier, 
and an electronic DC load.  This configuration is flexible and can be rearranged into 
different power system configurations.  This system was built in Drexel University’s 
Interconnected Power Systems Laboratory (IPSL). 
 
Bus 1
Bus 2Bus 1
Electronic
DC Load
Three
Phase
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Three-Phase
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Utility
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Bus 3
Three-Phase
Transmission Line
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Transmission Line
 
Figure A.1:  Power System Laboratory Setup 
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A.1 POWER UTILITY GENERATOR 
Drexel University’s power laboratory is fed by a three-phase 208 VAC supply 
from Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO).  The PECO three-phase supply has a 
source impedance of about 0.05Ω and is capable of supplying currents of about 600 A.  
This three-phase supply is used as the generation source at bus 1 (as seen in Figure A.1). 
 
The PECO three-phase supply is accessible from four separate control panels 
located in the lab.  Figure A.2 below shows one of these control panel interfaces.  The 
green control panel provides several connection points for each of the phases and allows 
for easy connections through the use of plug-in cables.  The power from the PECO supply 
can be switched on or off through the use of a knob located on the panel near the supply.  
A green light bulb indicates if the power is currently on. 
 
PECO Three-Phase Supply
 
Figure A.2:  PECO Three-Phase Supply 
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The panel shown in Figure A.2 also provides a control interface for other 
equipment in the lab.  Drexel’s synchronous generators, induction motors, DC generator, 
and DC motors can all also be accessed through the green control panels. 
 
A.2 DREXEL SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR 
In addition to the three-phase feed from PECO, Drexel also possesses several of 
it’s own three-phase synchronous generators.  These generators are rated at 208 VAC, 5 
kVA, and 1200 RPMs.  One of the generators is shown in Figure A.3 below. 
 
 
Figure A.3:  Drexel Three-Phase Synchronous Generator 
 
These generators are powered by separate DC motors, which are coupled to each 
of the generators, as can be seen in Figure A.3.  It is necessary to supply 120 VDC to the 
DC motors in order to get the rated voltage from the synchronous generators.  One of 
these generators is used at the second bus in the experimental setup and synchronized 
with the PECO three-phase supply feed. 
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A.3 THREE-PHASE TRANSMISSION LINE 
In order to provide a realistic power system environment, it was necessary to 
design realistic transmission line models.  Several simulated, three-phase transmission 
lines were designed and built for use with the IPSL.  The simulated transmission lines 
were each built to resemble a π-model of a real transmission line, each phase of the 
transmission lines being a separate π-model.  The transmission lines were built using 
lumped parameter equipment for series resistances, series inductances, and shunt 
capacitances.  A photo of a completed transmission line is shown in Figure A.4.  The 
transmission lines were built in steel, grounded boxes with plexi-glass lids for safety 
purposes.  The transmission lines can be configured to serve as either a medium, or short 
length transmission line by changing the value of the π-model components.  Figure A.5 
shows a π-model, single-phase equivalent of the constructed transmission lines. 
 
Using lumped parameter components for the transmission lines gives good 
accuracy for modeling short lines and for lines of medium length.  If an overhead line is 
classified as short (less than 50 miles), the shunt capacitance is so small that it can be 
omitted entirely with little loss of accuracy, and only the series R and the series L, shown 
in Figure A.5, are needed.  A medium-length line (between 50 and 150 miles) can be 
represented sufficiently well by R and L as lumped parameters, as shown in Figure A.5, 
with half the capacitance to neutral of the line lumped at each end of the equivalent 
circuit. 
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Figure A.4:  Three-Phase Transmission Line 
 
C/2C/2
LR
Tap Changing Reactors
 
Figure A.5:  π-Model, Single-Phase Equivalent of a Transmission Line 
 
Tap changing reactors were used to serve as the series resistance and inductance 
of the lines.  Each reactor has seven tap settings, which provide for seven different series 
R-L combinations.  Table A.1 shows the resistance and reactance values for each of the 
seven tap settings.   Three reactors in series are used in each phase of the transmission 
lines.  Figure A.6 shows the wiring diagram for the transmission lines.  By using three 
reactors in series, many more impedance settings can be obtained.  Using three reactors 
per phase of a transmission line also helps to distribute the line.  This comes in handy 
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when it is desired to perturb the system by creating faults at different points along the 
length of a transmission line.  As seen in Figure A.6, using the three reactors allows for 
four physical connections along the length of the transmission line.   
 
Table A.1:  Average Resistance and Reactance Values for GE Reactor Tap Settings 
Tap Setting 
(Value in Ohms) 
Resistance (Ω) Reactance (Ω) 
0.5 Ω 0.44214 0.59309 
1 Ω 0.07260 1.12547 
2 Ω 0.18945 2.19070 
3 Ω 0.22455 3.24232 
6 Ω 0.40878 6.56957 
12 Ω 0.67656 13.02572 
24 Ω 1.15862 25.57840 
 
 
A.4 ELECTRONIC DC LOAD 
The load at bus-3 in Figure A.1 consists of a three-phase diode rectifier feeding a 
Transistor Devices SEL-321 electronic DC load.  This 1000 W electronic load can be 
seen in Figure A.7.  The power drawn by the load can be precisely controlled by a 0-10V 
DC control signal.  This signal is provided by an analog output from the data acquisition 
card installed on the load bus RTU.  Power system transients can be created by stepping 
the load (step response).  Figure A.8 shows a voltage transient captured at bus-3 by 
stepping the load instantaneously from 0A to12 A. 
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Figure A.6:  Schematic of Three-Phase Transmission Line 
 
 
 
Figure A.7:  Electronic DC Load 
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Figure A.8:  Captured Bus-3 Voltage Transient 
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APPENDIX  B:  SCADA SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
Figure B.1 shows the scaled down version of the information embedded power 
system that was created in Drexel University’s Interconnected Power Systems Laboratory 
(IPSL).  This experimental setup was first introduced in Chapter 3 of this thesis.  This 
appendix is intended to clarify the signal conditioning hardware and data acquisition 
procedures used for obtaining live power system data for the experimental setup shown in 
Figure B.1.  
 
The SCADA portion of the system consists of two computers equipped with 
signal conditioning and data acquisition hardware.  These computers serve as Remote 
Terminal Units (RTUs).  The RTUs are designed to pass real-time system measurements 
to the control center by utilizing the UDP or TCP transport protocol over Ethernet.  These 
measurements are also logged locally to a data file.  Figure B.1 illustrates the Ethernet 
network connections between each of the computers.  Each RTU computer contains a 
sixteen-channel data acquisition card.  These cards are used to sample three voltage 
signals (Va, Vb, and Vc) and four current signals (Ia, Ib, Ic, and In) from one point in the 
power system.  Signal conditioning hardware at each bus provides a safe interface 
between the data acquisition cards and the power system.  This chapter discusses the 
signal conditioning hardware designs, the data acquisition system, and the RTU design in 
the sections that follow. 
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B.1 SENSORS AND SIGNAL CONDITIONING 
Signal conditioning circuitry had to be designed to create a safe interface between 
the transmission lines and the data acquisition hardware.  The signal conditioning 
circuitry had to be designed to perform four tasks: (i) attenuation to reduce the signals to 
levels acceptable to an electronic analog to digital converter; (ii) surge suppression to 
prevent voltage spikes from entering the PC; (iii) low pass filtering to reduce high 
frequency electrical noise; and (iv) isolation to prevent ground loops. 
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Figure B.1:  Information Embedded Power System Experimental Setup 
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It was necessary to design separate signal conditioning circuits for measuring 
currents and voltages from the power system.  Both circuits consist of four stages: (i) 
attenuation stage; (ii) surge suppression stage; (iii) isolation stage; and (iv) the low pass 
filter stage.  The signal conditioning and instrumentation system that was used with the 
IPSL is discussed next in section B.1.1.  The voltage signal conditioning circuit design 
and the current conditioning circuit design are discussed in sections B.1.2 and B.1.3, 
respectively.  
 
B.1.1 Signal Conditioning and Instrumentation System 
The SCADA system utilizes the National Instruments SCXI signal conditioning 
and instrumentation system for PC-based data acquisition and control.  An SCXI system 
consists of multi-channel signal conditioning and data acquisition modules installed in 
one or more rugged chassis.  The SCXI system allows the user to chose from a wide 
selection of analog input, analog output, and digital I/O modules to exactly meet the 
needs of a particular application.  SCXI modules condition analog input signals and 
multiplex them onto the backplane bus of the chassis, where they can be connected to a 
PC plug-in DAQ board.  Figure B.2 shows the main components of the SCXI signal 
conditioning and instrumentation setup. 
 
The combination of flexibility, expandability, and performance makes SCXI an 
effective system for a wide range of applications.  SCXI systems are currently used in test 
and measurement, industrial automation, and general data acquisition and control 
applications in all types of industries [36].  SCXI is an open specification.   For 
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specialized applications, it is possible to design custom modules for use with different 
instrumentation systems.  Third-party developers also offer a variety of specialty SCXI 
modules and add-on products. 
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DAQ Board
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SCXI Module
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Signals and
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Figure B.2: SCXI Signal Conditioning and Instrumentation Setup 
 
Figure B.3 shows one of the SCXI chassis and conditioning modules that were 
used in the experimental setup in Figure B.1.  Custom signal conditioning circuitry was 
designed and built on National Instrument SCXI-1181 bread board modules.  The SCXI-
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1181 is a blank breadboard module, which allows the user to wire up custom signal 
conditioning circuitry.  These custom modules can then be placed in the SCXI chassis (as 
illustrated in Figure B.3), where the outputs of the modules are connected to the 
backplane bus of the chassis.  The backplane bus of the chassis can be connected to a PC 
plug-in DAQ card. 
 
 
Figure B.3:  SCXI-1000 Chassis with Custom Made Signal Conditioning Module 
 
It was necessary to design separate signal conditioning circuits for measuring 
currents and voltages from the power system.  Two voltage conditioning circuits and two 
current conditioning circuits can fit on a single breadboard module.  This means that each 
conditioning module can handle up to two voltage inputs and two current inputs.  In order 
to condition the three-phase voltages (Va, Vb, and Vc) and the three-phase currents (Ia, 
Ib, Ic, and In) from one point on the power system, two conditioning modules are needed.  
One module is needed to handle the phase A and phase B voltages and currents.  The 
other module handles phase C and neutral voltages and currents.  These modules are 
plugged into the SCXI-1000 chassis where the conditioned signals are sent to the plug-in 
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DAQ card located in the RTU computers.  Figures B.4 and B.5 show the layout of the two 
different breadboard modules that were designed. 
 
In Figure B.4 it can be seen that there are a total of four signal conditioning 
circuits located on the first breadboard module.  The two red boxes represent the signal 
conditioning circuits for the phase A voltage and current.  The two blue boxes represent 
the signal conditioning circuits for the phase B voltage and current.  The gray box near 
the bottom of the board represents the power supply circuit, which provides a 5 volt and a 
+12 volt duel supply for the signal conditioning circuits.  The outputs of the four circuits 
are connected to specific pins on the rear connector of the breadboard modules.  When 
the breadboard module is inserted into the chassis, the rear connector of the breadboard 
connects to the backplane bus of the chassis and to the analog input channels on the plug-
in DAQ card in the RTU.  Figure B.5 shows the second breadboard module.  This module 
is identical to the first breadboard module except that it conditions the phase C and 
neutral voltages and currents. 
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Figure B.4:  Layout of Breadboard Module 1 
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Figure B.5: Layout of Breadboard Module 2 
 
B.1.2 Voltage Conditioning Circuit 
The voltage signal conditioning circuit that was designed is shown in Figure B.6 
below.  It can be seen from the figure that the circuit can be divided into four stages: (i) 
attenuation stage; (ii) surge suppression stage; (iii) isolation stage; and (iv) the low pass 
filter stage.  
 
The attenuation stage of the voltage conditioning circuit consists of a National 
Instruments SCXI-1327 High Voltage Attenuation Module [37] (this is not explicitly 
shown in Figure B.6).  The High Voltage Attenuation module, shown in Figure B.7, is a 
terminal block that attaches to the front of the breadboard module.  The High Voltage 
Attenuation Module can take up to 8 high voltage input signals and reduce the voltages 
by a ratio of 100:1.  For example, an input voltage of 100 VAC to the attenuation module 
will be reduced to 1 VAC at the output of the module.   The High Voltage Attenuation 
Module is used to reduce the transmission line voltages to acceptable voltages for the data 
acquisition cards, before the voltages enter the signal conditioning breadboard modules.   
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Figure B.6:  Voltage Signal Conditioning Circuit 
 
 
Figure B.7:  National Instruments High Voltage Attenuation Module 
 
The surge suppression stage of the voltage conditioning circuit consists of a fuse 
and a metal-oxide varistor (MOV).  This stage prevents accidental high voltages and 
currents from entering the rest of the circuit.  If the input current to this stage is too large 
(> 0.25 A) the fuse will blow and open the circuit.  If the input voltage is too large (> 10 
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V), the MOV will become a short and prevent any current from entering the rest of the 
circuit. 
 
The next stage of the voltage conditioning circuit is the isolation stage.  This stage 
consists of a HPR411 DC-DC converter and an ISO122JR optical isolation chip.  These 
chips work together to provide optical isolation between the power system circuitry and 
the data acquisition circuitry.  
 
The final stage of the circuit is the filtering stage.  This stage consists of a low-
pass filter constructed using a 741 operational amplifier.  This filter has a unity gain and 
provides a  frequency cutoff at 1000 Hz.  This filter removes unwanted high frequency 
electrical noise and serves as an anti-aliasing filter for the A-D converter.  Figure B.8 
shows a frequency response plot of the complete voltage conditioning circuit.  This plot 
shows the cutoff of the lowpass filter at 1000 Hz.  
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Figure B.8:  Frequency Response of Signal Conditioning Circuit 
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B.1.3 Current Conditioning Circuit 
The current conditioning circuit is identical to the voltage conditioning circuit 
except for the attenuation stage.  The current conditioning circuit is shown in Figure B.9 
below.  The attenuation stage of the current conditioning circuit is made up of a current 
transformer and a burden resistor.  The current transformer has a 1000:1 input to output 
current ratio.  A 100Ω burden resistor is placed across the outputs of the current 
transformer.  A voltage proportional to the input current is produced across the resistor.  
By measuring this voltage, the current through the current transformer can be found: 
 
ICT = (VBR / 100Ω) x 1000                                             (B.1) 
 
where ICT is the current through the CT and VBR is the voltage across the burden resistor.  
One of the CTs that was used for the experimental setup is shown in Figure B.10.  The 
frequency response plot of the current conditioning circuit is identical to that of the 
voltage conditioning circuit, shown back in Figure B.8. 
 
B.2 DATA AQUISITION 
The design of the measurement system requires each RTU to sample three-phase 
voltage and three-phase current (plus neutral) waveforms at one bus in the system.  This 
means that each RTU must sample seven signals (Va, Vb, Vc, Ia, Ib, Ic, and In).  This 
required a DAQ board with at least seven input channels and a minimum sampling 
frequency of 25.2 KHz in order to obtain sixty samples per cycle per channel for 60Hz 
waveforms.  A National Instruments AT-MIO-16E-2 data acquisition card [38] was 
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chosen to perform this task.  These boards were installed in each of the RTU computers.  
Each card is capable of sampling sixteen channels, is 12-bit, and has a maximum 
sampling rate of 500 KHz.  Figure B.11 shows the AT-MIO-16E-2 data acquisition card. 
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Figure B.9:  Current Signal Conditioning Circuit 
 
 
Figure B.10:  Current Transformer (CT) used for IPSL 
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Figure B.11: AT-MIO-16-E2 Data Acquisition Card 
 
In order to minimize error in calculating phase shifts between the voltage and 
current signals captured at each RTU, the DAQ cards in the RTUs must share a common 
sampling clock so that all the cards record samples simultaneously.  This is achieved by 
using the internal sampling clock of one of the DAQ cards as an external sampling clock 
for the other DAQ cards. National Instruments makes this type of setup possible by 
allowing the programmer to use software commands to route different types of internal 
signals in the DAQ circuitry (such as the sample clock) to pins on the external connector 
of the card.  The DAQ cards also allow for external sample clock sources and triggers. 
 
B.3 REMOTE TERMINAL UNIT DESIGN 
The SCADA system described in this thesis utilizes two Pentium based personal 
computers (running Windows 2000) for use as the RTUs.  Each of these computers is 
equipped with a National Instruments AT-MIO-16E-2 data acquisition (DAQ) card.  
While collecting the sampled data, the RTUs also perform various tasks such as: (i) 
display oscillographic data from the sampled channels; (ii) calculate RMS voltage, RMS 
current, and real power; (iii) timestamp and locally log measurement data to a file; and 
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(iv) package the processed measurement data into a network packet and send it over the 
network to the control computer in near real-time. 
 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 was the language used to create the RTU DAQ 
programs.  Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 provides a very powerful and flexible development 
platform, which includes many useful tools for graphical user interface (GUI) 
development.  The Visual Basic programming system allows the programmer to exploit 
the Windows 2000 GUI.  Third party developers such as National Instruments provide 
strong computational and graphical tools to enhance and speed up the development 
process. 
 
B.3.1 RTU Data Acquisition Procedure 
The data acquisition board writes the raw voltage and current data, collected from 
the signal conditioning circuitry, to a buffer in the computer’s main memory via direct 
memory access (DMA).  DMA transfers allow data to be written into the computer 
memory automatically, without the participation of the central processing unit.  DMA 
transfers are controlled by a chip on the PC called a DMA Controller.  The DMA 
Controller can be set up to automatically write to successive address spaces in the data 
buffer.  This saves valuable processor time which will be needed to calculate and display 
data in real-time. 
 
The RTU Visual Basic program uses a form of data buffering called a double-
buffered input operation [39].  In double-buffered operations, the input data buffer is 
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configured as a circular buffer.  Data is written sequentially to this buffer from the data 
acquisition board.  When the end of this buffer is reached, the board returns to the 
beginning of the buffer and fills it with data again.  This process continues ad infinitum 
until it is cleared by a function call.  Double-buffered input operations reuse the same 
buffer and are therefore able to input an infinite number of data points without requiring 
an infinite amount of memory. 
 
Figures B.12a-d illustrate the double-buffered input procedure.  The input data 
buffer is divided into two equal halves (no actual division exists in the buffer).  The 
double-buffered input operation begins when the data acquisition board starts writing data 
into the first half of the circular buffer (Figure B.12a).  When the first half of this buffer is 
filled, the data is copied into a transfer buffer for processing.  This processing is done 
while the second half of the circular buffer is being filled with new data (Figure B.12b).  
The data in the first half of the buffer must be processed before the second half of the 
buffer is filled or the first half of the buffer will be overwritten with new data and data 
will be lost.  When the second half of the buffer is full it is also copied to the transfer 
buffer for processing.  The data from the second half of the buffer is processed while the 
first half is being filled (Figure B.12c).  This process repeats continually until it is cleared 
by a function call (Figure B.12d). 
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Figure B.12:  Double-Buffered Input with Sequential Data Transfers [39] 
 
The calculation of power system parameters is interrupt driven.  Each time the 
data acquisition card fills half of the circular buffer with data it generates an interrupt, 
called a DAQ event, and a Visual Basic DAQ event procedure is executed.  This 
procedure will interrupt any software currently running (called the foreground task) and 
process the voltage and current data most recently written into the raw data buffer.  This 
allows for real-time operation.  This data must be processed before the other half of the 
buffer is filled with data.  After the most recent data has been processed, the foreground 
task resumes its activity as though nothing had happened. 
 
The data acquisition card is equipped with a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter.  
Therefore, the sampled data is accurate to within 0.024%.  It was desired to obtain sixty 
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samples per cycle for each waveform.  This calls for sampling each waveform at 3600 
Hz.  Sampling at 3600 Hz allows the measurement of harmonic distortion through the 
thirtieth harmonic.  The thirtieth harmonic has a frequency of 1800 Hz.  According to the 
Nyquist sampling theorem, to capture an 1800 Hz signal, one must sample at least 3600 
samples per second. 
 
The circular data buffer used in the RTU DAQ programs is usually configured to 
hold a total of 720 sample points of each voltage and current signal (200ms or 12 cycles 
of data for 60 Hz waveforms).  This number can change depending on the requirements 
of the experiment being run.  Some experiments require faster sampling rates then others.  
Since the RTU program utilizes the double-buffered input operation mentioned above, 
every time the DAQ board collects 720 data points for each signal, a Visual Basic DAQ 
event is generated, and the 720 data points are processed during the DAQ event 
procedure.   
 
B.3.2 Power Calculations 
The power calculations begin after the data acquisition board writes the raw 
voltage and current data, collected from the signal conditioning circuitry, to the input data 
buffer in the RTU.  Every 0.2 seconds (or 720 sample points) the DAQ event procedure is 
executed and the following tasks are performed: 
• RMS voltages are calculated 
• RMS currents are calculated 
• Reactive Power is calculated 
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• Calculated data is displayed on the RTU monitor 
• Calculated data is time stamped and logged to a data file 
• Calculated data is packaged into a UDP or TCP data packet 
• Measurement packet is passed over the Ethernet network to the control center 
 
The RTU DAQ program utilizes a set of programming tools, written by National 
Instruments, called Component Works. Component Works adds instrumentation-specific 
tools for acquiring, analyzing, and displaying data in Visual Basic 6.0.  The full package 
includes an advanced set of digital signal processing and advanced analysis functions to 
ease software development. 
 
The root-mean squared (RMS) voltage and current values are calculated using a 
function provided by Component Works called RMS.  This function computes an 
estimation of the RMS voltage of the input signal.  The RMS estimation is performed 
over the entire 720 sample points from each voltage and current signal data obtained 
during each DAQ event.  This calculation is performed seven times per DAQ event, once 
for each voltage signal (Va, Vb, and Vc) and once for each current signal (Ia, Ib, Ic, and 
In).  The formula used by the RMS function call is given below: 
 
∑−
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Real power is found by first calculating the instantaneous power waveform (for 
each time window).  The instantaneous power waveform is found by multiplying the 
voltage and current waveforms point-by-point.  The real power is then calculated by 
taking the RMS value of the instantaneous power waveform.  This is equivalent to the 
operation shown equation B.3. 
 
( )∑ ×−
=
=
1
0
21 n
i
iin
P iv                                                   (B.3) 
                        
where vi and ii refer to each individual voltage and current sample point in the data 
window.  Usually, twelve cycles of voltage and current data are processed for each real 
power calculation (n = 12 cycles x 60 samples/cycle = 720 samples).   
 
The above quantities (three phase voltages, three phase currents, and real power) 
are logged to a data file, enclosed in a network packet and passed over the network to the 
control center, and displayed on the RTU user interface (shown in Figure B.13).  This 
interface displays oscilloscopic voltage and current data of each phase from the monitored 
point in the power system.  The program utilizes triggering functions in order to obtain 
stationary waveforms.  Graphical knobs are provided for changing the amplitude and time 
per division on these graphs. 
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Figure B.13:  Graphical User Interface for RTU 
 
B.3.3 RTU Control Functions 
The RTUs are capable of controlling the electronic DC load located at bus-3 in 
Figure B.1.  The power drawn by the load can be precisely controlled by a 0-10V DC 
control signal.  This signal is provided by an analog output from the data acquisition card 
installed on the RTU computers.  The RTU computers can be programmed to adjust the 
load power at precise moments during the course of a particular experimental run.   
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APPENDIX  C:  EXPERIMENTAL SOFTWARE DESIGN 
 
The software graphical user interface that runs on both the RTUs and control 
center is shown in Figure C.1.  This looks like a simple interface, but there is an 
enormous amount of code behind it.  The software works in either “RTU mode” or 
“Control Center mode” and performs the following tasks: 
• Import and parse transient simulation data from the Matlab 
• Provides TCP/UDP network functionality to send/receive network packets 
between the computers at specific and accurate rates. 
• Controls digital hardware timers (on DAQ card) in order to perform packet 
delay measurements 
• Processes delay measurements and construct the delayed (observed) 
versions of the voltage, current, and power waveforms. 
• Compares delayed measurement waveforms to the true measurement 
waveforms in order to determine measurement delay errors (MDEs) 
• Logs true power system waveforms, delayed power system waveforms, 
packet delays, and measurement delay errors and exports it to a data file 
that can be read and plotted by Matlab. 
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Figure C.1:  Energy Control Center and RTU Software Interface 
 
The experimental software was written using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0.  
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 provides a very powerful and flexible development platform, 
which includes many useful tools for graphical user interface (GUI) development.  The 
Visual Basic programming system allows the programmer to exploit the Windows 2000 
GUI.  Third party developers such as National Instruments provide strong computational 
and graphical tools to enhance and speed up the development process. 
 
The code for the experimental software is divided into six different code 
categories (or code modules).  These categories include: 
• Graphical User Interface/ Form Control Code 
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• TCP/UDP Network Functionality Code 
• Data Management Code  
• File Access/ Logging Code 
• Digital Hardware Code 
• General Utility Function Code  
 
These six different code modules are illustrated and numbered in the block diagram in 
Figure C.2 below.  These modules will be presented in the sections that follow. 
 
Graphical User
Interface
(1)
TCP/IP Network
Functionality
(2)
Data Management
(3)
File Access and
Data Logging
(4)
Digital Hardware
(5)
Local Console Control Center / RTULink
Matlab M-file
Digital
Output to
Timer Gate
Signal
 Gate Signal
Input
General Utility Code
(6)
 
Figure C.2:  Code Modules for Experimental Software Program 
 
 Figure C.3 shows software flow diagrams describing the operation of the software 
when it runs in RTU mode and Control center mode, respectively.  Functions within the 
flow diagram are categorized and numbered according to the code modules that contain 
them.  The operation of the experimental software program was discussed in detail in 
section 3.1.2 of this thesis. 
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Import True Voltage Data from
Voltage Stability Toolbox  (4)
Invert digital signal to gate input of
timer1 (5)
Start
Initialize:
Digital Outputs (5)
Network Sockets (2)
Graphical Interface (1)
N = numpackets
i = 1
Send packet(i) to control center
from network socket (2)
i = i + 1
i > N
No
Yes
Stop
Interpolate VST voltage data at fixed
time steps (3)
Import True Voltage Data from
Voltage Stability Toolbox (4)
Retreive incoming measurement
packet(i) from network socket (2)
Start
Initialize:
Digital Outputs (5)
TCP/IP Sockets (2)
Graphical Interface (1)
N = expectedpackets
i = 1
Invert digital signal to gate input of
timer1 (5)
i = i + 1
i > N
or
User stop
No
Yes
Stop
Interpolate VST voltage data at fixed
time steps (3)
Process timer data to calculate
delays for each packet (3)
Construct observed voltage waveform
(incorporating measurement delays) (3)
Compare the observed voltage waveform to the true voltage
waveform and calculate measurement delay errors (3)
Output observed voltage waveform and
delay measurements to a Maltlab m-file (4)
Computer
Network
RTU Mode Control Center Mode
 
Figure C.3:  Software Flow Diagram for Experimental Software Program 
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C.1 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE / FORM CONTROL CODE 
Option Explicit 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' Form Stuff 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
    Dim i As Integer 
     
    'Set default Net Protocol 
    NetProtocol = NET_UDP 
     
    'Prepare arrays 
    ReDim PacketTime0(MAX_PACKETS) 
    ReDim PacketTime1(MAX_PACKETS) 
    LOG_ResetDataIndex 
    FILE_InitFile 
     
    CheckCounter = False 
     
    'Prepare packet padding data 
    FlubData = "" 
    For i = 1 To 330 
        FlubData = FlubData & "junk" 
    Next i 
     
    'Read Settings File 
    FILE_ReadSettings 
     
    'Init combo boxes 
    cboProtocol.ListIndex = 1 
    cboDisplay.ListIndex = 0 
    cboMode.ListIndex = 0 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub Form_Unload(Cancel As Integer) 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    DoQuit 
     
    Exit Sub 
 
ErrorHandler:   ' Error-handling routine. 
 
    IPSL_Errorhandler Err.Number, Err.Source, Err.Description, Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
    Resume Next 
End Sub 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' Timer Stuff 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
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Private Sub timCheckCounter_Timer() 
    If CheckCounter Then 
        If CheckGPCTR() = False Then TIM_StopTimer 
    End If 
     
    lblNetStatus.Caption = "Net Status: " & Net_ReturnSocketStatus(WinsockMain) 
    txtCurPacket.Text = Format$(CurPIndex) 
    txtCountPrePackets.Text = PrePacketCount 
     
    If BadNetData > LastBadNetData Then 
        indStart.Value = Not (indStart.Value) 
        LastBadNetData = BadNetData 
    End If 
End Sub 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' Winsock Stuff 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Private Sub WinsockMain_ConnectionRequest(ByVal requestID As Long) 
    If WinsockMain.State <> sckConnected Then 
        If WinsockMain.State <> sckClosed Then WinsockMain.Close 
        WinsockMain.Accept requestID 
        Beep 
    End If 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub WinsockMain_DataArrival(ByVal bytesTotal As Long) 
    Dim NetworkData As String 
     
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    'Grab data out of network buffer 
    WinsockMain.GetData NetworkData, vbString 
     
    'Parse and Process Network Messages as they come in 
    Net_ParseMNetworkMessage NetworkData, WinsockMain.RemoteHostIP, 
WinsockMain.RemotePort, bytesTotal 
     
Exit Sub 
 
ErrorHandler:   ' Error-handling routine. 
    'IPSL_Errorhandler Err.Number, Err.Source, Err.Description, Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
    Resume Next 
 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub WinsockMain_Error(ByVal Number As Integer, Description As String, ByVal Scode 
As Long, ByVal Source As String, ByVal HelpFile As String, ByVal HelpContext As Long, 
CancelDisplay As Boolean) 
    IPSL_Errorhandler Number, Source, Description, HelpFile, HelpContext 
End Sub 
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'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' Button Stuff 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Private Sub txtPacketIndex_ValueChanged(Value As Variant, PreviousValue As Variant, ByVal 
OutOfRange As Boolean) 
     
    Dim dindex As Integer 
     
    dindex = CInt(Value) 
     
    If (dindex >= 0) And (dindex < MAX_PACKETS) Then 
     
        If cboDisplay.ListIndex = 0 Then 
            txtTime.Text = Format$(RTUObsData(dindex).TimeStamp, "0.#######0") 
            txtVoltage.Text = Format$(RTUObsData(dindex).BusVoltage, "0.#######0") 
            txtPhase.Text = Format$(RTUObsData(dindex).BusPhase, "0.#######0") 
            txtPower.Text = Format$(RTUObsData(dindex).BusPower, "0.#######0") 
            txtCurrent.Text = Format$(RTUObsData(dindex).BusCurrent, "0.#######0") 
        Else 
            txtTime.Text = Format$(RTUTrueData(dindex).TimeStamp, "0.#######0") 
            txtVoltage.Text = Format$(RTUTrueData(dindex).BusVoltage, "0.#######0") 
            txtPhase.Text = Format$(RTUTrueData(dindex).BusPhase, "0.#######0") 
            txtPower.Text = Format$(RTUTrueData(dindex).BusPower, "0.#######0") 
            txtCurrent.Text = Format$(RTUTrueData(dindex).BusCurrent, "0.#######0") 
        End If 
    Else 
        Value = PreviousValue 
    End If 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub cmdConnect_Click() 
    If cboMode.ListIndex <> MODE_RTU Then Exit Sub 
    NetProtocol = frmData!cboProtocol.ListIndex 
    Net_ConnectMaster 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub cmdReset_Click() 
         
    TrafficGenOn = False 
     
    ' Check selected net protocol 
    NetProtocol = frmData!cboProtocol.ListIndex 
    ' Init Network Settings 
    Net_SetupMainSocket NetProtocol 
    DoEvents 
     
End Sub 
 
Private Sub cmdExperiment_Click() 
    LOG_ResetExperiment 
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex <> MODE_TRAFFIC Then InitExperiment 
End Sub 
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Private Sub cboDisplay_Change() 
    txtPacketIndex_ValueChanged 0, 0, False 
End Sub 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' Menu Stuff 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Private Sub mStartTimer_Click() 
 
    If frmData!indStart.Value = False Then 
        TIM_StartTimer 
    Else 
        TIM_StopTimer 
    End If 
     
End Sub 
 
Private Sub mSend_Click() 
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex = MODE_RTU Then 
        TIM_SendPrePacket 
        'TIM_SendData 
    Else 
        TIM_SendTrafficPacket 
    End If 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub mMatlab_Click() 
    If (ImportDataCount > 0) And (PACount > 0) Then 
        LOG_CalculateObsError 
        CommonDialog3.ShowSave 
        FILE_MatlabDataToDisk CommonDialog3.FileName 
    End If 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub mMatlabB_Click() 
    If (ImportDataCount > 0) And (PACount > 0) Then 
        LOG_CalculateObsErrorA 
        CommonDialog3.ShowSave 
        FILE_MatlabDataToDisk CommonDialog3.FileName 
    End If 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub mText_Click() 
    CommonDialog1.ShowSave 
    FILE_DataToDisk CommonDialog1.FileName 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub mTimerData_Click() 
    CommonDialog2.ShowSave 
    FILE_TimerDataToDisk CommonDialog2.FileName 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub mImport_Click() 
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    ' Reset log 
    LOG_ResetDataIndex 
     
    CommonDialog4.ShowOpen 
    FILE_ImportData CommonDialog4.FileName 
     
    LOG_ConvertData 
    DoEvents 
     
    txtPacketIndex_ValueChanged 0, 0, False 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub mQuit_Click() 
    DoQuit 
End Sub 
 
 
 
C.2 TCP/UDP NETWORK FUNCTIONALITY CODE 
 
Option Explicit 
 
Public Const MASTER_PORT As Long = 29100 
Private Const NET_CHAR As String = "@" 
 
Public Const NET_TCP As Integer = 0 
Public Const NET_UDP As Integer = 1 
 
' Public variables dealing with networking 
Public NetProtocol As Integer 
Public FlubData As String 
 
Public TrafficGenOn As Boolean 
Public BadNetData As Long 
Public LastBadNetData As Long 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' Common Utility Functions 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Public Sub Net_CloseMainSocket() 
    frmData!WinsockMain.Close 
    frmData!WinsockMain.LocalPort = MASTER_PORT 
End Sub 
 
Public Sub Net_ListenServerSocket() 
    frmData!WinsockMain.Listen 
End Sub 
 
Public Sub Net_SetupMainSocket(NetMode As Integer) 
    Net_CloseMainSocket 
    DoEvents 
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    frmData!WinsockMain.RemoteHost = frmData!txtIP.Text 
    frmData!WinsockMain.RemotePort = MASTER_PORT 
     
    If NetMode = NET_TCP Then 
        frmData!WinsockMain.Protocol = sckTCPProtocol 
        Net_ListenServerSocket 
    Else 
        frmData!WinsockMain.Protocol = sckUDPProtocol 
        frmData!WinsockMain.SendData "Init" 
    End If 
 
End Sub 
 
Public Function Net_ReturnSocketStatus(TheSocket As Winsock) As String 
     
    Dim TheSocketStatus As String 
     
    Select Case TheSocket.State 
        Case 0 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Closed" 
        Case 1 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Open" 
        Case 2 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Listening" 
        Case 3 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Connection Pending" 
        Case 4 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Resolving Host" 
        Case 5 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Host Resolved" 
        Case 6 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Connecting" 
        Case 7 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Connected" 
        Case 8 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Closing" 
        Case 9 
            TheSocketStatus = "Socket Error" 
    End Select 
     
    Net_ReturnSocketStatus = TheSocketStatus 
     
End Function 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' EMS Mode Funtions 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
' All network messages are in a common format: @[ClientID]@[Command#]@[Data] 
Public Sub Net_ParseMNetworkMessage(NetworkData As String, RtuIP As String, RtuPort As 
String, MessageBytes As Long) 
     
    Dim CharCheck As Integer 
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    Dim TestChar As String 
    Dim DataString As String 
     
    Dim FrPoint As Long 
    Dim RrPoint As Long 
     
    Dim PacketIndex As Integer 
     
    'Check to see if first char is a "@" 
    TestChar = Left(NetworkData, 1) 
    CharCheck = StrComp(TestChar, NET_CHAR, 0) 
    If CharCheck <> 0 Then 
        BadNetData = GetTickCount() 
        Exit Sub 
    End If 
     
    'Read in packet index and validate 
    FrPoint = 2 
    RrPoint = InStr(FrPoint, NetworkData, NET_CHAR, 0) 
    DataString = Mid(NetworkData, FrPoint, (RrPoint - FrPoint)) 
    PacketIndex = Val(DataString) 
    If (PacketIndex < 0) Or (PacketIndex >= MAX_PACKETS) Then Exit Sub 
     
    'Valid packet so send stop signal to time recorder 
    TIM_StopTimePulse 
     
    'Ok looks like we have valid data so start reading it in 
    RTUObsData(PacketIndex).PacketArrived = True 
     
    'Read in Timestamp 
    FrPoint = RrPoint + 1 
    RrPoint = InStr(FrPoint, NetworkData, NET_CHAR, 0) 
    DataString = Mid(NetworkData, FrPoint, (RrPoint - FrPoint)) 
    RTUObsData(PacketIndex).TimeStamp = Val(DataString) 
     
    'Read in Phase 
    FrPoint = RrPoint + 1 
    RrPoint = InStr(FrPoint, NetworkData, NET_CHAR, 0) 
    DataString = Mid(NetworkData, FrPoint, (RrPoint - FrPoint)) 
    RTUObsData(PacketIndex).BusPhase = Val(DataString) 
     
    'Read in Bus Voltage 
    FrPoint = RrPoint + 1 
    RrPoint = InStr(FrPoint, NetworkData, NET_CHAR, 0) 
    DataString = Mid(NetworkData, FrPoint, (RrPoint - FrPoint)) 
    RTUObsData(PacketIndex).BusVoltage = Val(DataString) 
     
    'Read in Real Power 
    FrPoint = RrPoint + 1 
    RrPoint = InStr(FrPoint, NetworkData, NET_CHAR, 0) 
    DataString = Mid(NetworkData, FrPoint, (RrPoint - FrPoint)) 
    RTUObsData(PacketIndex).BusPower = Val(DataString) 
     
    'Read in Current 
    FrPoint = RrPoint + 1 
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    RrPoint = InStr(FrPoint, NetworkData, NET_CHAR, 0) 
    DataString = Mid(NetworkData, FrPoint, (RrPoint - FrPoint)) 
    RTUObsData(PacketIndex).BusCurrent = Val(DataString) 
     
    'Read in Process Time 
    FrPoint = RrPoint + 1 
    RrPoint = InStr(FrPoint, NetworkData, NET_CHAR, 0) 
    DataString = Mid(NetworkData, FrPoint, (RrPoint - FrPoint)) 
    RTUObsData(PacketIndex).ProcessTime = Val(DataString) 
     
    ' Mark Packet arrival order 
    PacketArrivalOrder(PACount) = PacketIndex 
    PACount = PACount + 1 
    CurPIndex = PacketIndex 
     
    If PacketIndex = (MaxPIndex - 1) Then TIM_StopTimer 
 
End Sub 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' RTU Mode Funtions 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Public Sub Net_ConnectMaster() 
    If NetProtocol <> NET_TCP Then Exit Sub 
     
    Net_SetupMainSocket NetProtocol 
    frmData!WinsockMain.Close 
    DoEvents 
    frmData!WinsockMain.Connect 
End Sub 
 
Public Sub Net_SendDataMaster(pindex As Integer) 
 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    Dim MasterData As Variant 
     
    If NetProtocol = NET_TCP Then 
        If frmData!WinsockMain.State <> 7 Then Exit Sub 
    Else 
        If frmData!WinsockMain.State > 1 Then Exit Sub 
    End If 
     
    ' Package the Bus Information 
    MasterData = "@" & Format$(pindex) & "@" 'Packet index 
    MasterData = MasterData & Format$(RTUTrueData(pindex).TimeStamp, "#.#######0") & 
"@" 
    MasterData = MasterData & Format$(RTUTrueData(pindex).BusPhase, "#.#######0") & "@" 
    MasterData = MasterData & Format$(RTUTrueData(pindex).BusVoltage, "#.#######0") & 
"@" 
    MasterData = MasterData & Format$(RTUTrueData(pindex).BusPower, "#.#######0") & "@" 
    MasterData = MasterData & Format$(RTUTrueData(pindex).BusCurrent, "#.#######0") & 
"@" 
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    RTUTrueData(pindex).ProcessTime = GetTickCount() 
    MasterData = MasterData & Format$(RTUTrueData(pindex).ProcessTime) & "@" & FlubData 
     
    ' Start Delay Measurement 
    TIM_StopTimePulse 
     
    ' Fire data 
    frmData!WinsockMain.SendData MasterData 
     
    Exit Sub 
     
ErrorHandler:                       ' Error-handling routine. 
    If Err.Number <> 10014 Then 
        IPSL_Errorhandler Err.Number, Err.Source, Err.Description, Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
    End If 
     
    Resume Next 
             
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub Net_SendJunkMaster() 
 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    Dim MasterData As Variant 
     
    If NetProtocol = NET_TCP Then 
        If frmData!WinsockMain.State <> 7 Then Exit Sub 
    Else 
        If frmData!WinsockMain.State > 1 Then Exit Sub 
    End If 
     
    ' Package the Bus Information 
    MasterData = FlubData 
     
    ' Fire data 
    frmData!WinsockMain.SendData MasterData 
     
    Exit Sub 
     
ErrorHandler:                       ' Error-handling routine. 
    'If Err.Number <> 10014 Then 
    '    IPSL_Errorhandler Err.Number, Err.Source, Err.Description, Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
    'End If 
     
    Resume Next 
             
End Sub 
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C.3 DATA MANAGEMENT CODE 
 
Option Explicit 
 
Public Type RTUSinglePointStructure 
    PacketArrived As Boolean 
    ProcessTime As Long 
    TimeStamp As Double 
    TimeDelay As Double 
    BusPhase As Double 
    BusVoltage As Double 
    BusPower As Double 
    BusCurrent As Double 
End Type 
 
Public RTUImportData() As RTUSinglePointStructure 
Public RTUTrueData() As RTUSinglePointStructure 
Public RTUObsData() As RTUSinglePointStructure 
Public RTUObsError() As RTUSinglePointStructure 
Public PacketArrivalOrder() As Integer 
 
Public ImportDataCount As Integer 
Public MeasureVoltage As Boolean 
Public MeasurePhase As Boolean 
Public MeasureCurrent As Boolean 
Public MeasurePower As Boolean 
 
Public PACount As Integer 
Public CurPIndex As Integer 
Public MaxPIndex As Integer 
Public TotalErrorPoints As Integer 
 
Public NumPrePackets As Integer 
Public PrePacketCount As Integer 
 
Public Sub LOG_ResetDataIndex() 
     
    ReDim RTUImportData(MAX_PACKETS - 1) 
    ReDim RTUTrueData(MAX_PACKETS - 1) 
    ReDim RTUObsData(MAX_PACKETS - 1) 
    ReDim RTUObsError((MAX_PACKETS * 2) - 1) 
    ReDim PacketArrivalOrder(MAX_PACKETS - 1) 
     
    ImportDataCount = 0 
    MaxPIndex = 0 
     
    MeasureVoltage = False 
    MeasurePhase = False 
    MeasureCurrent = False 
    MeasurePower = False 
     
    LOG_ResetExperiment 
     
End Sub 
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Public Sub LOG_ResetExperiment() 
    Dim i As Integer 
     
    CurPIndex = 0 
    PACount = 0 
    TotalErrorPoints = 0 
    PrePacketCount = 0 
    NumPrePackets = frmData!txtPrePackets.Value 
    TrafficGenOn = False 
     
    For i = 0 To (MAX_PACKETS - 1) 
        RTUObsData(i).PacketArrived = False 
        PacketArrivalOrder(i) = -1 
    Next i 
     
    DoEvents 
     
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub LOG_ProcessData() 
     
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim j As Integer 
    Dim TickInterval As Long 
    Dim StartTick As Long 
    Dim CorrectTick As Long 
    Dim ErrorTick As Double 
    Dim InSumDelay As Double 
    Dim OutSumDelay As Double 
    Dim InPackTime() As Double 
    Dim OutPackTime() As Double 
     
    ReDim InPackTime(MAX_PACKETS - 1) 
    ReDim OutPackTime(MAX_PACKETS - 1) 
 
    InSumDelay = 0 
    OutSumDelay = 0 
 
    ' Convert counter values to milliseconds 
    For i = 0 To (MAX_PACKETS - 1) 
        InSumDelay = InSumDelay + (PacketTime0(i + 1) * COUNTER_PERIOD) 
        OutSumDelay = OutSumDelay + (PacketTime1(i + 1) * COUNTER_PERIOD) 
     
        InPackTime(i) = InSumDelay 
        OutPackTime(i) = OutSumDelay 
    Next i 
     
    TickInterval = frmData!txtTimerInt.Value * 1000 
    StartTick = RTUObsData(PacketArrivalOrder(0)).ProcessTime  'Synch to first packet 
     
    ' Process counter data 
    For i = 0 To (PACount - 1) 
        j = PacketArrivalOrder(i) 
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        CorrectTick = StartTick + (TickInterval * j) 
        ErrorTick = (RTUObsData(j).ProcessTime - CorrectTick) / 1000 
        RTUObsData(j).TimeDelay = ((InPackTime(i) - OutPackTime(j)) / 1000) ' + ErrorTick 
        RTUObsData(j).TimeStamp = RTUObsData(j).TimeStamp + RTUObsData(j).TimeDelay 
     
        If RTUObsData(i).TimeDelay < 0 Then TimerGlitch = TimerGlitch + 1 
    Next i 
 
End Sub 
 
 
Function LOG_InterpolateImportData(timepoint As Double) As RTUSinglePointStructure 
 
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim upperindex As Integer 
    Dim lowerindex As Integer 
    Dim FoundInterval As Boolean 
    Dim deltatime As Double 
    Dim timespan As Double 
    Dim dataslope As Double 
    Dim RTUPoint As RTUSinglePointStructure 
     
    i = 0 
     
    While FoundInterval = False 
         
        If i >= ImportDataCount Then 
            RTUPoint.TimeStamp = timepoint 
            RTUPoint.BusVoltage = RTUImportData(ImportDataCount - 1).BusVoltage 
            RTUPoint.BusPhase = RTUImportData(ImportDataCount - 1).BusPhase 
            RTUPoint.BusPower = RTUImportData(ImportDataCount - 1).BusPower 
            RTUPoint.BusCurrent = RTUImportData(ImportDataCount - 1).BusCurrent 
            LOG_InterpolateImportData = RTUPoint 
            Exit Function 
        ElseIf RTUImportData(i).TimeStamp = timepoint Then 
            RTUPoint.TimeStamp = timepoint 
            RTUPoint.BusVoltage = RTUImportData(i).BusVoltage 
            RTUPoint.BusPhase = RTUImportData(i).BusPhase 
            RTUPoint.BusPower = RTUImportData(i).BusPower 
            RTUPoint.BusCurrent = RTUImportData(i).BusCurrent 
            LOG_InterpolateImportData = RTUPoint 
            Exit Function 
        ElseIf RTUImportData(i).TimeStamp > timepoint Then 
            FoundInterval = True 
            upperindex = i 
            lowerindex = i - 1 
        End If 
         
        i = i + 1 
         
    Wend 
     
    timespan = RTUImportData(upperindex).TimeStamp - 
RTUImportData(lowerindex).TimeStamp 
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    If timespan = 0 Then timespan = 0.00001 
    deltatime = timepoint - RTUImportData(lowerindex).TimeStamp 
 
    ' Calculate timestamp 
    RTUPoint.TimeStamp = timepoint 
     
    ' Calculate voltage 
    dataslope = (RTUImportData(upperindex).BusVoltage - 
RTUImportData(lowerindex).BusVoltage) / timespan 
    RTUPoint.BusVoltage = RTUImportData(lowerindex).BusVoltage + (dataslope * deltatime) 
     
    ' Calculate phase 
    dataslope = (RTUImportData(upperindex).BusPhase - RTUImportData(lowerindex).BusPhase) 
/ timespan 
    RTUPoint.BusPhase = RTUImportData(lowerindex).BusPhase + (dataslope * deltatime) 
     
    ' Calculate power 
    dataslope = (RTUImportData(upperindex).BusPower - RTUImportData(lowerindex).BusPower) 
/ timespan 
    RTUPoint.BusPower = RTUImportData(lowerindex).BusPower + (dataslope * deltatime) 
     
    ' Calculate current 
    dataslope = (RTUImportData(upperindex).BusCurrent - 
RTUImportData(lowerindex).BusCurrent) / timespan 
    RTUPoint.BusCurrent = RTUImportData(lowerindex).BusCurrent + (dataslope * deltatime) 
     
    LOG_InterpolateImportData = RTUPoint 
     
End Function 
 
 
Function LOG_InterpolateObsData(timepoint As Double) As RTUSinglePointStructure 
 
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim upperindex As Integer 
    Dim lowerindex As Integer 
    Dim FoundInterval As Boolean 
    Dim deltatime As Double 
    Dim timespan As Double 
    Dim dataslope As Double 
    Dim RTUPoint As RTUSinglePointStructure 
    Dim ObsPacket As Integer 
     
    i = 0 
     
    While FoundInterval = False 
         
        If i >= PACount Then 
            RTUPoint.TimeStamp = timepoint 
            RTUPoint.BusVoltage = RTUObsData(PacketArrivalOrder(PACount - 1)).BusVoltage 
            RTUPoint.BusPhase = RTUObsData(PacketArrivalOrder(PACount - 1)).BusPhase 
            RTUPoint.BusPower = RTUObsData(PacketArrivalOrder(PACount - 1)).BusPower 
            RTUPoint.BusCurrent = RTUObsData(PacketArrivalOrder(PACount - 1)).BusCurrent 
            LOG_InterpolateObsData = RTUPoint 
            Exit Function 
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        End If 
         
        ObsPacket = PacketArrivalOrder(i) 
         
        If RTUObsData(ObsPacket).TimeStamp = timepoint Then 
            RTUPoint.TimeStamp = timepoint 
            RTUPoint.BusVoltage = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusVoltage 
            RTUPoint.BusPhase = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusPhase 
            RTUPoint.BusPower = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusPower 
            RTUPoint.BusCurrent = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusCurrent 
            LOG_InterpolateObsData = RTUPoint 
            Exit Function 
        ElseIf RTUObsData(ObsPacket).TimeStamp > timepoint Then 
            FoundInterval = True 
            upperindex = ObsPacket 
            lowerindex = PacketArrivalOrder(i - 1) 
        End If 
         
        i = i + 1 
         
    Wend 
     
    timespan = RTUObsData(upperindex).TimeStamp - RTUObsData(lowerindex).TimeStamp 
    If timespan = 0 Then timespan = 0.00001 
    deltatime = timepoint - RTUObsData(lowerindex).TimeStamp 
 
    ' Calculate timestamp 
    RTUPoint.TimeStamp = timepoint 
     
    ' Calculate voltage 
    dataslope = (RTUObsData(upperindex).BusVoltage - RTUObsData(lowerindex).BusVoltage) / 
timespan 
    RTUPoint.BusVoltage = RTUObsData(lowerindex).BusVoltage + (dataslope * deltatime) 
     
    ' Calculate phase 
    dataslope = (RTUObsData(upperindex).BusPhase - RTUObsData(lowerindex).BusPhase) / 
timespan 
    RTUPoint.BusPhase = RTUObsData(lowerindex).BusPhase + (dataslope * deltatime) 
     
    ' Calculate power 
    dataslope = (RTUObsData(upperindex).BusPower - RTUObsData(lowerindex).BusPower) / 
timespan 
    RTUPoint.BusPower = RTUObsData(lowerindex).BusPower + (dataslope * deltatime) 
     
    ' Calculate current 
    dataslope = (RTUObsData(upperindex).BusCurrent - RTUObsData(lowerindex).BusCurrent) / 
timespan 
    RTUPoint.BusCurrent = RTUObsData(lowerindex).BusCurrent + (dataslope * deltatime) 
     
    LOG_InterpolateObsData = RTUPoint 
     
End Function 
 
 
Public Sub LOG_ConvertData() 
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    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim timestep As Double 
    Dim totaltime As Double 
    Dim currenttime As Double 
     
    timestep = frmData!txtTimerInt.Value 
    totaltime = RTUImportData(ImportDataCount - 1).TimeStamp - RTUImportData(0).TimeStamp 
    MaxPIndex = CInt(totaltime / timestep) + 1 
    If MaxPIndex >= MAX_PACKETS Then MaxPIndex = MAX_PACKETS 
     
    frmData!txtNumPackets.Value = MaxPIndex 
     
    currenttime = RTUImportData(0).TimeStamp 
     
    For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
        RTUTrueData(i) = LOG_InterpolateImportData(currenttime) 
        currenttime = currenttime + timestep 
    Next i 
     
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub LOG_CalculateObsError() 
 
    Dim ValidSearch As Boolean 
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim TIndex As Integer 
    Dim OIndex As Integer 
    Dim ObsPacket As Integer 
    Dim LastObsPoint As RTUSinglePointStructure 
     
    i = 0 
    OIndex = 0 
    ValidSearch = True 
     
    'Set initial observation value 
    LastObsPoint.TimeStamp = RTUTrueData(0).TimeStamp 
    LastObsPoint.BusVoltage = RTUTrueData(0).BusVoltage 
    LastObsPoint.BusPhase = RTUTrueData(0).BusPhase 
    LastObsPoint.BusCurrent = RTUTrueData(0).BusCurrent 
    LastObsPoint.BusPower = RTUTrueData(0).BusPower 
     
    For TIndex = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 2) 
         
        RTUObsError(i).TimeStamp = RTUTrueData(TIndex).TimeStamp 
        If MeasureVoltage Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusVoltage = Abs((RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusVoltage - 
LastObsPoint.BusVoltage) / RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusVoltage) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasurePhase Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusPhase = Abs((RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusPhase - 
LastObsPoint.BusPhase) / RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusPhase) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasureCurrent Then 
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            RTUObsError(i).BusCurrent = Abs((RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusCurrent - 
LastObsPoint.BusCurrent) / RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusCurrent) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasurePower Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusPower = Abs((RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusPower - 
LastObsPoint.BusPower) / RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusPower) * 100 
        End If 
     
        i = i + 1 
        ValidSearch = True 
         
        Do While ValidSearch 
         
            If (OIndex >= PACount) Then Exit Do 
                 
            'See if any obs packets arrived between measurement times 
            If RTUObsData(PacketArrivalOrder(OIndex)).TimeStamp <= RTUTrueData(TIndex + 
1).TimeStamp Then 
                 
                'Update last observed packet 
                ObsPacket = PacketArrivalOrder(OIndex) 
                LastObsPoint.TimeStamp = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).TimeStamp 
                LastObsPoint.BusVoltage = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusVoltage 
                LastObsPoint.BusPhase = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusPhase 
                LastObsPoint.BusCurrent = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusCurrent 
                LastObsPoint.BusPower = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusPower 
                 
                RTUObsError(i).TimeStamp = LastObsPoint.TimeStamp 
                If MeasureVoltage Then 
                    RTUObsError(i).BusVoltage = Abs((RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusVoltage - 
LastObsPoint.BusVoltage) / RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusVoltage) * 100 
                End If 
                If MeasurePhase Then 
                    RTUObsError(i).BusPhase = Abs((RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusPhase - 
LastObsPoint.BusPhase) / RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusPhase) * 100 
                End If 
                If MeasureCurrent Then 
                    RTUObsError(i).BusCurrent = Abs((RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusCurrent - 
LastObsPoint.BusCurrent) / RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusCurrent) * 100 
                End If 
                If MeasurePower Then 
                    RTUObsError(i).BusPower = Abs((RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusPower - 
LastObsPoint.BusPower) / RTUTrueData(TIndex).BusPower) * 100 
                End If 
                 
                OIndex = OIndex + 1 
                i = i + 1 
                 
            Else 
                ValidSearch = False 
            End If 
             
        Loop 
         
    Next TIndex 
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    'Grab the last true data point 
    RTUObsError(i).TimeStamp = RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).TimeStamp 
    If MeasureVoltage Then 
        RTUObsError(i).BusVoltage = Abs((RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusVoltage - 
LastObsPoint.BusVoltage) / RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusVoltage) * 100 
    End If 
    If MeasurePhase Then 
        RTUObsError(i).BusPhase = Abs((RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusPhase - 
LastObsPoint.BusPhase) / RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusPhase) * 100 
    End If 
    If MeasureCurrent Then 
        RTUObsError(i).BusCurrent = Abs((RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusCurrent - 
LastObsPoint.BusCurrent) / RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusCurrent) * 100 
    End If 
    If MeasurePower Then 
        RTUObsError(i).BusPower = Abs((RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusPower - 
LastObsPoint.BusPower) / RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusPower) * 100 
    End If 
     
    i = i + 1 
     
     
    'Check if any obs packets are left 
    While (OIndex < PACount) 
        'Update last observed packet 
        ObsPacket = PacketArrivalOrder(OIndex) 
        LastObsPoint.TimeStamp = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).TimeStamp 
        LastObsPoint.BusVoltage = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusVoltage 
        LastObsPoint.BusPhase = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusPhase 
        LastObsPoint.BusCurrent = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusCurrent 
        LastObsPoint.BusPower = RTUObsData(ObsPacket).BusPower 
                 
        RTUObsError(i).TimeStamp = LastObsPoint.TimeStamp 
        If MeasureVoltage Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusVoltage = Abs((RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusVoltage - 
LastObsPoint.BusVoltage) / RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusVoltage) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasurePhase Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusPhase = Abs((RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusPhase - 
LastObsPoint.BusPhase) / RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusPhase) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasureCurrent Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusCurrent = Abs((RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusCurrent - 
LastObsPoint.BusCurrent) / RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusCurrent) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasurePower Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusPower = Abs((RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusPower - 
LastObsPoint.BusPower) / RTUTrueData(MaxPIndex - 1).BusPower) * 100 
        End If 
         
        OIndex = OIndex + 1 
        i = i + 1 
    Wend 
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    TotalErrorPoints = i 
                 
End Sub 
 
Public Sub LOG_CalculateObsErrorA() 
 
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim LastObsPoint As RTUSinglePointStructure 
     
    RTUObsError(0).TimeStamp = RTUTrueData(0).TimeStamp 
    RTUObsError(0).BusVoltage = 0 
    RTUObsError(0).BusPhase = 0 
    RTUObsError(0).BusCurrent = 0 
    RTUObsError(0).BusPower = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
         
        RTUObsError(i).TimeStamp = RTUTrueData(i).TimeStamp 
        LastObsPoint = LOG_InterpolateObsData(RTUTrueData(i).TimeStamp) 
         
        If MeasureVoltage Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusVoltage = Abs((RTUTrueData(i).BusVoltage - 
LastObsPoint.BusVoltage) / RTUTrueData(i).BusVoltage) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasurePhase Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusPhase = Abs((RTUTrueData(i).BusPhase - LastObsPoint.BusPhase) / 
RTUTrueData(i).BusPhase) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasureCurrent Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusCurrent = Abs((RTUTrueData(i).BusCurrent - 
LastObsPoint.BusCurrent) / RTUTrueData(i).BusCurrent) * 100 
        End If 
        If MeasurePower Then 
            RTUObsError(i).BusPower = Abs((RTUTrueData(i).BusPower - LastObsPoint.BusPower) 
/ RTUTrueData(i).BusPower) * 100 
        End If 
     
    Next i 
     
    TotalErrorPoints = MaxPIndex 
                 
End Sub 
 
 
 
C.4 FILE ACCESS / LOGGING CODE 
 
Option Explicit 
 
Public CurrentFile As String 
 
Dim KindData() As String 
 
Public Sub FILE_InitFile() 
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    ReDim KindData(8) 
     
    KindData(0) = "Packet#" 
    KindData(1) = "Delay" 
    KindData(2) = "T" 
    KindData(3) = "T'" 
    KindData(4) = "CPU" 
    KindData(5) = "Voltage" 
    KindData(6) = "Phase" 
    KindData(7) = "Power" 
    KindData(8) = "Current" 
     
    CurrentFile = App.Path & "\default" 
 
End Sub 
 
Public Sub FILE_DataToDisk(TheFileName As String) 
 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim j As Integer 
    Dim TabString As String 
    Dim LineString As String 
    Dim TrueTime As Double 
    Dim DroppedPackets As Integer 
 
    DroppedPackets = 0 
    TabString = vbTab & vbTab & vbTab 
     
    Open TheFileName For Output Access Write As #1 
             
        Print #1, "Energy Management System Log" 
        Print #1, Now 
        Print #1, " " 
        Print #1, " " 
         
        Print #1, "* Time values are in seconds" 
        Print #1, "* Voltage values are in per unit" 
        Print #1, "* Phase values are in radians" 
        Print #1, "* Current values are in amperes" 
        Print #1, " " 
        Print #1, " " 
         
        ' Print Column Headers 
        LineString = TabString 
        For i = 0 To 8 
            LineString = LineString & KindData(i) & TabString 
        Next i 
        Print #1, LineString 
         
        ' Print Data 
        For i = 0 To (PACount - 1) 
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            j = PacketArrivalOrder(i) 
             
            LineString = Format$(i) & TabString & Format$(j) & TabString 
             
            TrueTime = RTUObsData(j).TimeStamp - RTUObsData(j).TimeDelay 
             
            LineString = LineString & Format$(RTUObsData(j).TimeDelay, "0.#######0") & 
TabString 
            LineString = LineString & Format$(TrueTime, "0.#######0") & TabString 
            LineString = LineString & Format$(RTUObsData(j).TimeStamp, "0.#######0") & 
TabString 
            LineString = LineString & Format$(RTUObsData(j).ProcessTime) & TabString 
            LineString = LineString & Format$(RTUObsData(j).BusVoltage, "0.#######0") & 
TabString 
            LineString = LineString & Format$(RTUObsData(j).BusPhase, "0.#######0") & 
TabString 
            LineString = LineString & Format$(RTUObsData(j).BusPower, "0.#######0") & 
TabString 
            LineString = LineString & Format$(RTUObsData(j).BusCurrent, "0.#######0") & 
TabString 
             
            Print #1, LineString 
             
        Next i 
         
        For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
            If RTUObsData(i).PacketArrived = False Then DroppedPackets = DroppedPackets + 1 
        Next i 
         
        Print #1, " " 
        Print #1, " " 
        LineString = "Collected Packets:  " & Format$(PACount) 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "Dropped Packets: " & Format$(DroppedPackets) 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "Timer Glitches: " & Format$(TimerGlitch) 
        Print #1, LineString 
         
    Close #1 
 
Exit Sub 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
ErrorHandler:   ' Error-handling routine. 
 
    Dim Msg As String 
     
    Msg = "Error # " & Str(Err.Number) & " was generated by " _ 
            & Err.Source & Chr(13) & Err.Description 
        MsgBox Msg, , "Error", Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
 
    If Err.Number = 55 Or 54 Or 52 Then 
        Close 
        Exit Sub 
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    End If 
 
    Close 
     
    Resume Next 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub FILE_MatlabDataToDisk(TheFileName As String) 
 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim LineString As String 
 
    Open TheFileName For Output Access Write As #1 
         
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Print True Data 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        'Print True Time 
        LineString = "time_true = [" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
            LineString = Format$(RTUTrueData(i).TimeStamp, "0.#######0") 
            Print #1, LineString 
        Next i 
        LineString = "];" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "" 
        Print #1, LineString 
         
        'Print True Voltage 
        If MeasureVoltage Then 
            LineString = "voltage_true = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
                LineString = Format$(RTUTrueData(i).BusVoltage, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        'Print True Phase 
        If MeasurePhase Then 
            LineString = "phase_true = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
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            For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
                LineString = Format$(RTUTrueData(i).BusPhase, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        'Print True Current 
        If MeasureCurrent Then 
            LineString = "current_true = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
                LineString = Format$(RTUTrueData(i).BusCurrent, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        'Print True Power 
        If MeasurePower Then 
            LineString = "power_true = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
                LineString = Format$(RTUTrueData(i).BusPower, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
         
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Print Observed Data 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        'Print Observed Time 
        LineString = "time_observed = [" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
            If RTUObsData(i).PacketArrived Then 
                LineString = Format$(RTUObsData(i).TimeStamp, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            End If 
        Next i 
        LineString = "];" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "" 
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        Print #1, LineString 
         
        'Print Observed Voltage 
        If MeasureVoltage Then 
            LineString = "voltage_observed = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
                If RTUObsData(i).PacketArrived Then 
                    LineString = Format$(RTUObsData(i).BusVoltage, "0.#######0") 
                    Print #1, LineString 
                End If 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        'Print Observed Phase 
        If MeasurePhase Then 
            LineString = "phase_observed = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
                If RTUObsData(i).PacketArrived Then 
                    LineString = Format$(RTUObsData(i).BusPhase, "0.#######0") 
                    Print #1, LineString 
                End If 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        'Print Observed Current 
        If MeasureCurrent Then 
            LineString = "current_observed = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
                If RTUObsData(i).PacketArrived Then 
                    LineString = Format$(RTUObsData(i).BusCurrent, "0.#######0") 
                    Print #1, LineString 
                End If 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        'Print Observed Power 
        If MeasurePower Then 
            LineString = "power_observed = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
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                If RTUObsData(i).PacketArrived Then 
                    LineString = Format$(RTUObsData(i).BusPower, "0.#######0") 
                    Print #1, LineString 
                End If 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Print Error Data 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        'Print Error Time 
        LineString = "time_error = [" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        For i = 0 To (TotalErrorPoints - 1) 
            LineString = Format$(RTUObsError(i).TimeStamp, "0.#######0") 
            Print #1, LineString 
        Next i 
        LineString = "];" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "" 
        Print #1, LineString 
         
        'Print Error Voltage 
        If MeasureVoltage Then 
            LineString = "voltage_error = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (TotalErrorPoints - 1) 
                LineString = Format$(RTUObsError(i).BusVoltage, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        'Print Error Phase 
        If MeasurePhase Then 
            LineString = "phase_error = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (TotalErrorPoints - 1) 
                LineString = Format$(RTUObsError(i).BusPhase, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
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        'Print Error Current 
        If MeasureCurrent Then 
            LineString = "current_error = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (TotalErrorPoints - 1) 
                LineString = Format$(RTUObsError(i).BusCurrent, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        'Print Error Power 
        If MeasurePower Then 
            LineString = "power_error = [" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            For i = 0 To (TotalErrorPoints - 1) 
                LineString = Format$(RTUObsError(i).BusPower, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            Next i 
            LineString = "];" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Print Delay Data 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        'Print Delay Data 
        LineString = "time_delay = [" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        For i = 0 To (MaxPIndex - 1) 
            If RTUObsData(i).PacketArrived Then 
                LineString = Format$(RTUObsData(i).TimeDelay, "0.#######0") 
                Print #1, LineString 
            End If 
        Next i 
        LineString = "];" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "" 
        Print #1, LineString 
         
         
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Plot Voltage Data 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        If MeasureVoltage Then 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "figure" 
            Print #1, LineString 
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            LineString = "subplot(3,1,1);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_true, voltage_true, 'b')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "title('True and Observed Bus 3 Voltage  (experimental)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('True Voltage (V rms)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,2);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_observed, voltage_observed, 'g')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('Observed Voltage (V rms)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,3);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_error, voltage_error, 'r')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('% Error','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Plot Phase Data 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        If MeasurePhase Then 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "figure" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,1);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_true, phase_true, 'b')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "title('True and Observed Bus 3 Phase Ang  (experimental)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('True Phase Ang (rad)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,2);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_observed, phase_observed, 'g')" 
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            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('Observed Phase Ang (rad)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,3);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_error, phase_error, 'r')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('% Error','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Plot Current Data 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        If MeasureCurrent Then 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "figure" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,1);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_true, current_true, 'b')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "title('True and Observed Bus 3 Current  (experimental)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('True Current (A rms)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,2);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_observed, current_observed, 'g')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('Observed Current (A rms)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,3);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_error, current_error, 'r')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('% Error','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
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        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Plot Power Data 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        If MeasurePower Then 
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "figure" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,1);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_true, power_true, 'b')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "title('True and Observed Bus 3 Real Power  (experimental)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('True Real Power (W)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,2);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_observed, power_observed, 'g')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('Observed Real Power (W)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
         
            LineString = "" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "subplot(3,1,3);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "plot(time_error, power_error, 'r')" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "ylabel('% Error','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
            LineString = "xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize',12);" 
            Print #1, LineString 
        End If 
         
         
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
        ' Plot Delay Histogram 
        ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
         
        LineString = "" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "figure" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "binx = 0:0.00025:0.025;" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "hist(time_delay, binx)" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "ylabel('Histogram','FontSize',12)" 
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        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "title('Histogram of Delay)','FontSize',12)" 
        Print #1, LineString 
        LineString = "var(time_delay)" 
        Print #1, LineString 
         
    Close #1 
 
Exit Sub 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
ErrorHandler:   ' Error-handling routine. 
 
    Dim Msg As String 
     
    Msg = "Error # " & Str(Err.Number) & " was generated by " _ 
            & Err.Source & Chr(13) & Err.Description 
        MsgBox Msg, , "Error", Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
 
    If Err.Number = 55 Or 54 Or 52 Then 
        Close 
        Exit Sub 
    End If 
 
    Close 
     
    Resume Next 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub FILE_TimerDataToDisk(TheFileName As String) 
 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim CounterTime0 As Double 
    Dim CounterTime1 As Double 
    Dim TabString As String 
     
    TabString = vbTab & vbTab & vbTab 
 
    Open TheFileName For Output Access Write As #1 
             
    Print #1, "RTU Packet Delay Measurements" 
    Print #1, " " 
    Print #1, " " 
    Print #1, Now 
    Print #1, " " 
    Print #1, " " 
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    For i = 0 To (frmData!txtNumPackets.Value - 1) 
        CounterTime0 = PacketTime0(i) * COUNTER_PERIOD 
        CounterTime1 = PacketTime1(i) * COUNTER_PERIOD 
        Print #1, i & vbTab & Format(CounterTime0, "###0.000") & vbTab & vbTab & 
Format(CounterTime1, "###0.000") 
    Next i 
         
    Close #1 
 
Exit Sub 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
ErrorHandler:   ' Error-handling routine. 
 
    Dim Msg As String 
     
    Msg = "Error # " & Str(Err.Number) & " was generated by " _ 
            & Err.Source & Chr(13) & Err.Description 
        MsgBox Msg, , "Error", Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
 
    If Err.Number = 55 Or 54 Or 52 Then 
        Close 
        Exit Sub 
    End If 
 
    Close 
     
    Resume Next 
 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub FILE_ReadSettings() 
     
    Dim InputData As String 
     
    Open (App.Path & "\ip.ini") For Input Access Read As #1 
     
        Seek #1, 1 
        Line Input #1, InputData 
        frmData!txtIP.Text = InputData 
         
    Close #1 
     
End Sub 
 
     
Public Sub FILE_ImportData(TheFileName As String) 
 
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim CharCheck() As Integer 
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    Dim InputData As String 
     
    ReDim CharCheck(5) 
     
    Open TheFileName For Input Access Read As #1 
     
        Seek #1, 1 
     
        Do While Not EOF(1) 
     
            Line Input #1, InputData 
             
            CharCheck(0) = StrComp(InputData, "NUMPOINTS", 0) 
            CharCheck(1) = StrComp(InputData, "TIME", 0) 
            CharCheck(2) = StrComp(InputData, "VOLTAGE", 0) 
            CharCheck(3) = StrComp(InputData, "PHASE", 0) 
            CharCheck(4) = StrComp(InputData, "POWER", 0) 
            CharCheck(5) = StrComp(InputData, "CURRENT", 0) 
             
            If CharCheck(0) = 0 Then 
             
                'Read number of data points 
                Input #1, InputData 
                ImportDataCount = CInt(InputData) 
                If ImportDataCount > MAX_PACKETS Then ImportDataCount = MAX_PACKETS 
                 
            ElseIf CharCheck(1) = 0 Then 
                 
                'Read time data 
                For i = 0 To (ImportDataCount - 1) 
                    Input #1, InputData 
                    RTUImportData(i).TimeStamp = Val(InputData) 
                Next i 
                 
            ElseIf CharCheck(2) = 0 Then 
                 
                MeasureVoltage = True 
                'Read voltage data 
                For i = 0 To (ImportDataCount - 1) 
                    Input #1, InputData 
                    RTUImportData(i).BusVoltage = Val(InputData) 
                Next i 
                 
            ElseIf CharCheck(3) = 0 Then 
             
                MeasurePhase = True 
                'Read phase data 
                For i = 0 To (ImportDataCount - 1) 
                    Input #1, InputData 
                    RTUImportData(i).BusPhase = Val(InputData) 
                Next i 
             
            ElseIf CharCheck(4) = 0 Then 
             
                MeasurePower = True 
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                'Read power data 
                For i = 0 To (ImportDataCount - 1) 
                    Input #1, InputData 
                    RTUImportData(i).BusPower = Val(InputData) 
                Next i 
             
            ElseIf CharCheck(5) = 0 Then 
             
                MeasureCurrent = True 
                'Read current data 
                For i = 0 To (ImportDataCount - 1) 
                    Input #1, InputData 
                    RTUImportData(i).BusCurrent = Val(InputData) 
                Next i 
             
            End If 
             
        Loop 
 
    Close #1 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
C.5 DIGITAL HARDWARE CODE 
 
Option Explicit 
 
Global Const ND_ARM& = 11100 
Global Const ND_ARMED& = 11200 
Global Const ND_BUFFERED_PULSE_WIDTH_MSR& = 12400 
Global Const ND_BUFFERED_SEMI_PERIOD_MSR& = 12500 
Global Const ND_PROGRAM& = 29300 
Global Const ND_RESET& = 31200 
Global Const ND_NO& = 26200 
Global Const ND_INTERNAL_100_KHZ& = 19200 
Global Const ND_COUNT& = 13200 
Global Const ND_COUNTER_0& = 13300 
Global Const ND_COUNTER_1& = 13400 
Global Const ND_COUNTER_1_SOURCE& = 13430 
Global Const ND_COUNT_AVAILABLE& = 13450 
Global Const ND_COUNT_DOWN& = 13465 
Global Const ND_COUNT_UP& = 13485 
Global Const ND_COUNT_1& = 13500 
Global Const ND_COUNT_2& = 13600 
Global Const ND_COUNT_3& = 13700 
Global Const ND_COUNT_4& = 13800 
Global Const ND_GATE& = 17100 
Global Const ND_GATE_POLARITY& = 17200 
Global Const ND_GPCTR0_GATE& = 17300 
Global Const ND_GPCTR0_OUTPUT& = 17400 
Global Const ND_GPCTR0_SOURCE& = 17500 
Global Const ND_GPCTR1_GATE& = 17600 
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Global Const ND_GPCTR1_OUTPUT& = 17700 
Global Const ND_GPCTR1_SOURCE& = 17800 
Global Const ND_SOURCE& = 33700 
 
Public Const BIT_TIMER As Integer = 1           'Output to timer 0 
Public Const BIT_START As Integer = 2           'Output to start timers 
Public Const MAX_PACKETS As Integer = 10000 
Public Const COUNTER_PERIOD As Double = 0.01 
'Public Const COUNTER_PERIOD As Double = 0.00005 
 
Public PacketTime0() As Long 
Public PacketTime1() As Long 
Public TimerBit As Integer 
Public TimerGlitch As Integer 
Public CheckCounter As Boolean 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' Common Utility Functions 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Private Sub TIM_InverseTimerBit() 
    If TimerBit = 0 Then 
        TimerBit = 1 
    Else 
        TimerBit = 0 
    End If 
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub TIM_StopTimePulse() 
     
    Dim status As Integer 
     
    status = DIG_Out_Line(1, 0, BIT_TIMER, TimerBit) 
    TIM_InverseTimerBit 
 
End Sub 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' EMS Mode Funtions 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Public Sub TIM_InitEMS() 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    Dim i As Integer 
    Dim status As Integer 
      
    'Init timer array if EMS mode 
    For i = 0 To MAX_PACKETS 
        PacketTime0(i) = 0 
        PacketTime1(i) = 0 
    Next i 
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    TimerBit = 0 
    TimerGlitch = 0 
     
    'For output to time recorder 
    status = DIG_Line_Config(1, 0, BIT_TIMER, 1) 
    TIM_StopTimePulse 
     
    'Init timer 
    InitGPCTR 
     
    Exit Sub 
     
ErrorHandler:                   ' Error-handling routine. 
    IPSL_Errorhandler Err.Number, Err.Source, Err.Description, Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
    Resume Next 
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub InitGPCTR() 
    Dim status As Integer 
     
    status = GPCTR_Control(1, ND_COUNTER_0, ND_RESET) 
    status = GPCTR_Set_Application(1, ND_COUNTER_0, 
ND_BUFFERED_SEMI_PERIOD_MSR) 
    status = GPCTR_Change_Parameter(1, ND_COUNTER_0, ND_SOURCE, 
ND_INTERNAL_100_KHZ) 
    status = GPCTR_Config_Buffer(1, ND_COUNTER_0, 0, (MAX_PACKETS + 1), 
PacketTime0&(0)) 
     
    status = GPCTR_Control(1, ND_COUNTER_1, ND_RESET) 
    status = GPCTR_Set_Application(1, ND_COUNTER_1, 
ND_BUFFERED_SEMI_PERIOD_MSR) 
    status = GPCTR_Change_Parameter(1, ND_COUNTER_1, ND_SOURCE, 
ND_INTERNAL_100_KHZ) 
    status = GPCTR_Config_Buffer(1, ND_COUNTER_1, 0, (MAX_PACKETS + 1), 
PacketTime1&(0)) 
     
End Sub 
 
 
Public Function CheckGPCTR() As Boolean 
    Dim status As Integer 
    Dim IsCounterRunning As Boolean 
    Dim IsArmed As Long 
    Dim LatestDelay As Long 
     
    status = GPCTR_Watch(1, ND_COUNTER_0, ND_ARMED, IsArmed&) 
     
    If IsArmed = ND_NO Then 
        IsCounterRunning = False 
    Else 
        IsCounterRunning = True 
    End If 
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    CheckGPCTR = IsCounterRunning 
 
End Function 
 
 
Public Sub TIM_StartTimer() 
    Dim status As Integer 
     
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex <> MODE_EMS Then Exit Sub 
     
    ' Adjust Visuals 
    frmData!mStartTimer.Caption = "Stop Measurements" 
    frmData!indStart.Value = True 
     
    DoEvents 
     
    'Program and Start Timer 
    status = GPCTR_Control(1, ND_COUNTER_0, ND_PROGRAM) 
    status = GPCTR_Control(1, ND_COUNTER_1, ND_PROGRAM) 
     
    CheckCounter = True 
     
End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub TIM_StopTimer() 
    Dim status As Integer 
     
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex <> MODE_EMS Then Exit Sub 
     
    ' Adjust Visuals 
    frmData!mStartTimer.Caption = "Start Measurements" 
    frmData!indStart.Value = False 
    CheckCounter = False 
     
    'Halt Timer 
    status = GPCTR_Control(1, ND_COUNTER_0, ND_RESET) 
    status = GPCTR_Control(1, ND_COUNTER_1, ND_RESET) 
     
    DoEvents 
     
    'Process Data 
    LOG_ProcessData 
     
    'Net_CloseMainSocket 
     
    Beep 
    Beep 
    Beep 
 
End Sub 
 
 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
' RTU Mode Funtions 
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'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
 
Public Sub TIM_InitRTU() 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    Dim status As Integer 
     
    TimerBit = 0 
     
    'Config digital outputs 
    status = DIG_Line_Config(1, 0, BIT_START, 1) 
    status = DIG_Line_Config(1, 0, BIT_TIMER, 1) 
     
    'Set inital digital outputs 
    status = DIG_Out_Line(1, 0, BIT_START, 1) 
    TIM_StopTimePulse 
     
    Exit Sub 
     
ErrorHandler:                   ' Error-handling routine. 
    IPSL_Errorhandler Err.Number, Err.Source, Err.Description, Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
    Resume Next 
End Sub 
 
Public Sub TIM_SendData() 
    Dim status As Integer 
    Dim SendInterval As Long 
    Dim StartTime As Long 
    Dim NextTime As Long 
     
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex <> MODE_RTU Then Exit Sub 
     
    SendInterval = frmData!txtTimerInt.Value * 1000 
     
    'Start Counter 
    status = DIG_Out_Line(1, 0, BIT_START, 0) 
    StartTime = GetTickCount() 
    NextTime = StartTime + SendInterval 
     
    While CurPIndex < MaxPIndex 
     
        If IPSL_Delay(NextTime) Then 
            Net_SendDataMaster CurPIndex 
            NextTime = NextTime + SendInterval 
            CurPIndex = CurPIndex + 1 
        Else 
            DoEvents 
        End If 
         
    Wend 
     
End Sub 
 
Public Sub TIM_SendPrePacket() 
    Dim SendInterval As Long 
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    Dim StartTime As Long 
    Dim NextTime As Long 
     
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex <> MODE_RTU Then Exit Sub 
     
    SendInterval = frmData!txtTimerInt.Value * 1000 
     
    StartTime = GetTickCount() 
    NextTime = StartTime + SendInterval 
     
    While PrePacketCount < NumPrePackets 
     
        If IPSL_Delay(NextTime) Then 
            Net_SendJunkMaster 
            NextTime = NextTime + SendInterval 
            PrePacketCount = PrePacketCount + 1 
        Else 
            DoEvents 
        End If 
         
    Wend 
     
    TIM_SendData 
     
End Sub 
 
Public Sub TIM_SendTrafficPacket() 
    Dim SendInterval As Long 
    Dim StartTime As Long 
    Dim NextTime As Long 
     
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex <> MODE_TRAFFIC Then Exit Sub 
     
    TrafficGenOn = True 
    SendInterval = frmData!txtTimerInt.Value * 1000 
     
    StartTime = GetTickCount() 
    NextTime = StartTime + SendInterval 
     
    While TrafficGenOn 
     
        If IPSL_Delay(NextTime) Then 
            Net_SendJunkMaster 
            NextTime = NextTime + SendInterval 
            BadNetData = NextTime 
        Else 
            DoEvents 
        End If 
         
    Wend 
     
    TIM_SendData 
     
End Sub 
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C.6 GENERAL UTILITY FUNCTION CODE 
 
Option Explicit 
 
Public Declare Function GetTickCount Lib "Kernel32" () As Long 
 
Public Const MODE_EMS As Integer = 0 
Public Const MODE_RTU As Integer = 1 
Public Const MODE_TRAFFIC As Integer = 2 
 
Public Sub InitExperiment() 
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex = MODE_EMS Then 
        TIM_InitEMS 
    Else 
        TIM_InitRTU 
    End If 
     
    DoEvents 
     
    Exit Sub 
     
ErrorHandler:                   ' Error-handling routine. 
    If Err.Number <> 10047 Then 
        IPSL_Errorhandler Err.Number, Err.Source, Err.Description, Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
    End If 
    Resume Next 
End Sub 
 
 
Public Function IPSL_Delay(TheTime As Long) As Boolean 
    Dim currenttime As Long 
     
    currenttime = GetTickCount() 
     
    If currenttime < TheTime Then 
        IPSL_Delay = False 
    Else 
        IPSL_Delay = True 
    End If 
     
End Function 
 
 
Public Sub IPSL_Errorhandler(ErrNumber As Integer, ErrSource As String, ErrDescrip As String, 
ErrHelpFile As Variant, ErrHelpContext As Variant) 
    Dim Msg As String 
     
    Msg = "Error # " & Str(ErrNumber) & " was generated by " _ 
        & ErrSource & Chr(13) & ErrDescrip 
    MsgBox Msg, , "Error", ErrHelpFile, ErrHelpContext 
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End Sub 
 
 
Public Sub DoQuit() 
     
    On Error GoTo ErrorHandler 
     
    Dim status As Integer 
     
    If frmData!cboMode.ListIndex <> MODE_TRAFFIC Then 
        status = GPCTR_Control(1, ND_COUNTER_0, ND_RESET) 
        status = GPCTR_Control(1, ND_COUNTER_1, ND_RESET) 
    End If 
         
    Net_CloseMainSocket 
    End 
     
    Exit Sub 
 
ErrorHandler:   ' Error-handling routine. 
 
    IPSL_Errorhandler Err.Number, Err.Source, Err.Description, Err.HelpFile, Err.HelpContext 
    Resume Next 
 
End Sub 
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APPENDIX  D:  SIMULATION SOFTWARE DESIGN 
 
A customized program is used for simulating each of the developed information 
embedded power system models.  This program was written in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0.  
Figure D.1 shows the general simulation procedure for solving the stochastic differential 
equations in each of the developed information models.  As mentioned in Chapter 5, the 
IEEE three-bus system is first simulated using the VST toolbox for Matlab.  The VST 
toolbox thus solves the δ and ω differential equations in each of the previously described 
models.  The VST time domain simulation results provide the true voltage, current, and 
power injection data from the power system.  The output variables from this time domain 
simulation are then imported into customized simulation program by means of a data 
output file.  
 
The customized simulation program incorporates a fifth-order Runge-Kutta ODE 
solver function, which was taken from the Numerical Recipes in C software package 
[34].  The Runge-Kutta program is modified to solve the information variable stochastic 
differential equations, utilizing the imported VST data in the solution process.  The 
solutions are obtained by performing a Monte Carlo simulation [35], which involves 
solving the differential equations 1000 times, using a single gaussian distributed value for 
the appropriate time constant parameter during each iteration.  The final solution is taken 
as the average of resulting 1000 solution waveforms.  The white noise sequences are 
generated using Simulink and are imported into the simulation program by means of a 
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data file.  Samples from the noise sequences are taken successively for each iteration of 
the Monte Carlo simulation.  The noise sequences are generated with the desired mean, 
variance, and sample time that is required for the particular simulation being run, and will 
be dependent on the model parameters.  For example, if it were desired to predict the 
information variables at the control center when using the TCP transport protocol with 
40% network utilization on the network, one would use a Gaussian distributed noise array 
with a mean of 0.110s and variance of 4.20e-3s.  The mean and variance values can be 
seen in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.  The noise sequences can even be further band limited, as 
required when simulating the colored noise model developed in section 4.3.   
 
The code for the experimental software is divided into three different code 
categories (or code modules).  These categories include: 
• Main Program Procedure 
• Data Management Code  
• File Access/ Logging Code  
 
These modules will be presented in the sections that follow.   Note: the code for the 
callback functions associated with the main ODE solver function (called “odeint”) are not 
provided in this thesis.  These functions are part of the Numerical Recipes in C software 
package [34] and are used unmodified. 
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Import IEEE data file into the Maltab
Voltage Stability Toolbox
Use VST to create a system
pertubation and perform a time
domain simulation over a certain
window of time T
Export time array, bus voltage, and
power injection arrays into
formatted text file - This data
represents the true data from the
system - V, I, and P over window T
Start
Start with an IEEE common
data formated power system
Import time domain
simulation data into fifth-
order Runge-Kutta ODE
solver
N = 1000
i = 1
Generate a gaussian distributed
noise array of the desired mean,
variance, sample period, and
bandwidth - noise[1000]
i = i + 1
i > N
Average output waveforms from the
N Monte Carlo Simulations to obtain
mV, mI, and mP
No
Yes
Stop
Set prefault initial
conditions x0
The differential equations are solved using a variable step Runge-Kutta ODE solver
during each iteration of the Monte Carlo algorithm.  As a result, the time steps during
each iteration will not be synchronous.  This means that each waveform will have to
be interpolated at consistent time steps before being averaged together.
Solve differential equations representing
the observed or information varaibles over
window T.  The proper value of V, I, and P
will need to be plugged in at each time
step in the integration process.  These
values were obtained from VST.
Obtain next random number from
the generated noise waveform,
noise[i], to be used as the value of
the time constant for current
iteration
 
Figure D.1:  The Simulation Procedure for Solving the Information Variable 
Stochastic Differential Equations 
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D.1 MAIN PROGRAM PROCEDURE 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define  NRANSI 
#include "nr.h" 
#include "nrutil.h" 
#include "rkfile.h" 
#include "rkutil.h" 
#include "gasdev.h" 
 
#define N 2   // Define Number of differential equations to solve 
#define PERCENTDIS 5 
 
double dxsav;   // Minimum time step for saving data 
double s;   // Inverse of Network Time Constant 
double *xp,**yp;  // Arrays for holding solutions to ODEs 
double *tin,**vstin;  // Arrays for holding VST inputs 
 
double **obsvolt; 
double **obsphase; 
double **obstime; 
double   **obsaverage; 
double   *obsavertime; 
double **obserror;  // Array for holding obs errors 
 
double  *noisearray; 
 
int percenttime; 
double onepercenttime, nextpercenttime; 
 
long idum;   // Gaussian Noise Sequence 
 
int kmax,kount; 
int nrhs;   // Counts function evaluations 
int numvstpoints;  // Number time steps imported from VST 
 
 
void derivs(double x, double y[], double dydx[]) 
{ 
 double truevoltvalue, truedeltavalue; 
 
 // Increment function counter 
 nrhs++; 
 
 // Obtain algebraic variable from VST data 
 InterpolateVSTData(&x, tin, vstin, 1, numvstpoints, &truevoltvalue); 
 InterpolateVSTData(&x, tin, vstin, 2, numvstpoints, &truedeltavalue); 
 
 // Enter First Order Differential Equations 
 dydx[1] = s*(truevoltvalue - y[1]); 
 dydx[2] = s*(truedeltavalue - y[2]); 
 
 // Check progress 
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 if (x > nextpercenttime) 
 { 
  percenttime = (int)(x / onepercenttime); 
  nextpercenttime = (percenttime + PERCENTDIS) * onepercenttime; 
  printf("%d ", percenttime); 
 } 
 
} 
 
int main(void) 
{ 
 int i, j, initcond, numplots, obssteps, nbad, nok; 
 double eps, h1, hmin, x1, x2, r, gaussvar, noiseperiod, *ystart, *store_ystart; 
 double temptotal1, temptotal2, tempobsvalue1, tempobsvalue2; 
 int obskount[1100]; 
 
 // Allocate memory for initial conditions  
 ystart = dvector(1,N); 
 store_ystart = dvector(1,N); 
 
 // Init variables 
 idum = (-13);  // Random variable seed 
 nrhs = 0; 
 numvstpoints = 0; 
 numplots = 1000; 
 
 // Default settings 
 eps = 1.0e-9; 
 h1 = 0.1; 
 hmin = 0.0; 
 x1 = 0.0; 
 x2 = 100.0; 
 kmax = 1100; 
 noiseperiod = 0.1; 
 
 // Default initial conditions 
 for (i=1; i<=N; i++) ystart[i] = (double)0.0;  
 
 // Print program title 
 printf("\nObservability DAE Solver\n"); 
 
 // Get time constant and variance (user input) 
 r = (double)1.5; 
 gaussvar = (double)0.5; 
 GetUserInput(&r); 
 
 // Load settings from file 
 LoadSettings(&eps, &hmin, &x1, &x2, &kmax, ystart, &noiseperiod); 
 dxsav = (x2-x1)/kmax; 
 
 // Save a copy of the initial conditions 
 for (i=1; i<=N; i++) store_ystart[i] = ystart[i]; 
 
 // Calcualate number of observability steps 
 obssteps = (int)(((x2-x1)/noiseperiod) + 1); 
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 // Allocate memory  
 xp = dvector(1,kmax); 
 yp = dmatrix(1,N,1,kmax); 
 tin = dvector(1,kmax); 
 vstin = dmatrix(1,N,1,kmax); 
 noisearray = dvector(1,numplots); 
 obsvolt = dmatrix(1,numplots,1,kmax); 
 obsphase = dmatrix(1,numplots,1,kmax); 
 obstime = dmatrix(1,numplots,1,kmax); 
 obsaverage = dmatrix(1,N,1,obssteps); 
 obsavertime = dvector(1,obssteps); 
 obserror = dmatrix(1,N,1,obssteps); 
 
 // Set average observability time vector 
 for (i=1; i<=obssteps; i++) obsavertime[i] = x1 + ((i-1)*noiseperiod); 
 
 // Load Noise Array 
 printf("\n\nLoading Noise Data....."); 
 LoadNoiseData(1, noisearray); 
 
 // Read in VST variable data 
 printf("\n\nLoading VST Data....."); 
 numvstpoints = LoadVSTData(0, tin, vstin); 
 printf("COMPLETE\n"); 
 
 // Keep track of integration progress 
 onepercenttime = (x2-x1)/100.0; 
 
 
 ////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 // MAIN MONTE CARLO LOOP                         / 
 ////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 // Generate white noise vector 
 for (i=1; i<=numplots; i++) 
 { 
  // Init variables for new iteration 
  nrhs = 0; 
  //noisearray[i] = gaussvar * gasdev(&idum); 
  s = (1 / (noisearray[i])); 
  s = fabs(s); 
  percenttime = 0; 
  nextpercenttime = (onepercenttime * PERCENTDIS); 
 
  // Restore a copy of the initial conditions 
for (initcond=1; initcond<=N; initcond++) ystart[initcond] = 
store_ystart[initcond];  
   
  // Solve ODEs 
  printf("\n\nITERATION %d   -  r=%f", i, (noisearray[i])); 
  printf("\nSolving DAEs..."); 
  odeint(ystart,N,x1,x2,eps,h1,hmin,&nok,&nbad,derivs,rkqs); 
  printf("COMPLETE\n"); 
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  // Summurize Int Results 
  printf("\n   %s %13s %3d\n","successful steps:"," ",nok); 
  printf("   %s %20s %3d\n","bad steps:"," ",nbad); 
  printf("   %s %9s %3d\n","function evaluations:"," ",nrhs); 
  printf("\n   %s %3d\n\n","stored intermediate values:    ",kount); 
   
  // Save data count 
  obskount[i] = kount; 
 
  // Save Iteration data 
  for (j=1; j<=kount; j++) 
  { 
   obsvolt[i][j] = yp[1][j]; 
   obsphase[i][j] = yp[2][j]; 
   obstime[i][j] = xp[j]; 
  } 
 } 
 
 
 // Calculate average waveform 
 for (j=1; j<=obssteps; j++) 
 { 
  temptotal1 = 0; 
  temptotal2 = 0; 
  for (i=1; i<=numplots; i++) 
  { 
InterpolateObsData(&obsavertime[j], obstime, obsvolt, i, obskount[i], 
&tempobsvalue1); 
   temptotal1 = temptotal1 + tempobsvalue1; 
InterpolateObsData(&obsavertime[j], obstime, obsphase, i, obskount[i], 
&tempobsvalue2); 
   temptotal2 = temptotal2 + tempobsvalue2; 
  } 
  obsaverage[1][j] = temptotal1/numplots; 
  obsaverage[2][j] = temptotal2/numplots; 
 } 
 
 // Calculate Observability Errors 
 printf("\n\nCalculating Observability Errors....."); 
 CalculateObsError(numvstpoints, tin, vstin, obssteps, obsavertime, obsaverage, obserror); 
 printf("COMPLETE\n"); 
 
 // Save results to Matlab m-file 
 printf("\nSaving Results to m-file....."); 
SaveObsData(0, numvstpoints, obssteps, numplots, tin, vstin, obsavertime, obsaverage, 
obserror, noisearray, &r); 
 printf("COMPLETE\n\n"); 
 
 printf("Press any key to close\n\n"); 
 getchar(); 
 
 // Free alocated memory 
 free_dvector(ystart,1,N); 
 free_dvector(store_ystart,1,N); 
 free_dmatrix(yp,1,N,1,kmax); 
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 free_dvector(xp,1,kmax); 
 free_dmatrix(vstin,1,N,1,kmax); 
 free_dvector(tin,1,kmax); 
 free_dvector(noisearray,1,numplots); 
 free_dmatrix(obsvolt,1,numplots,1,kmax); 
 free_dmatrix(obsphase,1,numplots,1,kmax); 
 free_dmatrix(obstime,1,numplots,1,kmax); 
 free_dmatrix(obsaverage,1,N,1,obssteps); 
 free_dvector(obsavertime, 1,obssteps); 
 free_dmatrix(obserror,1,N,1,obssteps); 
 
 return 0; 
} 
#undef NRANSI 
 
 
D.2 DATA MANAGEMENT CODE 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
 
// Define Number of differential equations to solve 
#define N 2 
 
void InterpolateVSTData(double *timeindex, double *vsttime, double **vstdata, int vstcolumn, int 
vstpoints, double *correctvalue) 
{ 
 int i, foundinterval; 
 int upperindex, lowerindex; 
 double timespan, deltatime, vstslope; 
 
 i = 1; 
 foundinterval = 0; 
 *correctvalue = 0; 
 
 // First scan the time array to find proper data index 
 while (foundinterval == 0) 
 { 
  if (i > vstpoints) 
  { 
   return; 
  } 
  else if (vsttime[i] == *timeindex) 
  { 
   *correctvalue = vstdata[vstcolumn][i]; 
   return; 
  } 
  else if (vsttime[i] > *timeindex) 
  { 
   foundinterval = 1; 
   upperindex = i; 
   lowerindex = i - 1; 
 
   if (lowerindex < 0) return; 
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  } 
  i++; 
 } 
 
 timespan = vsttime[upperindex] - vsttime[lowerindex]; 
 if (timespan == 0) timespan = (double)0.0001; 
 
 deltatime =  *timeindex - vsttime[lowerindex]; 
 if (deltatime < 0) return; 
 
 vstslope = (vstdata[vstcolumn][upperindex] - vstdata[vstcolumn][lowerindex]) / timespan; 
 *correctvalue = vstdata[vstcolumn][lowerindex] + (vstslope*deltatime); 
 
 return; 
} 
 
 
void InterpolateObsData(double *timeindex, double **iobstime, double **iobsdata, int plotnum, 
int numobspoints, double *correctvalue) 
{ 
 int i, foundinterval; 
 int upperindex, lowerindex; 
 double timespan, deltatime, obsslope; 
 
 i = 1; 
 foundinterval = 0; 
 *correctvalue = 0; 
 
 // First scan the time array to find proper data index 
 while (foundinterval == 0) 
 { 
  if (i > numobspoints) 
  { 
   return; 
  } 
  else if (iobstime[plotnum][i] == *timeindex) 
  { 
   *correctvalue = iobsdata[plotnum][i]; 
   return; 
  } 
  else if (iobstime[plotnum][i] > *timeindex) 
  { 
   foundinterval = 1; 
   upperindex = i; 
   lowerindex = i - 1; 
 
   if (lowerindex < 0) return; 
  } 
  i++; 
 } 
 
 timespan = iobstime[plotnum][upperindex] - iobstime[plotnum][lowerindex]; 
 if (timespan == 0) timespan = (double)0.0001; 
 
 deltatime =  *timeindex - iobstime[plotnum][lowerindex]; 
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 if (deltatime < 0) return; 
 
 obsslope = (iobsdata[plotnum][upperindex] - iobsdata[plotnum][lowerindex]) / timespan; 
 *correctvalue = iobsdata[plotnum][lowerindex] + (obsslope*deltatime); 
 
 return; 
} 
 
 
void CalculateObsError(int nvstpoints, double *vsttime, double **vstdata, int numobspoints, 
double *iobstime, double **iobsvalue, double **iobserr) 
{ 
 int i, j; 
 double vsttruevalue; 
 double obstimeindex; 
 
 for (j=1; j<=N; j++) 
 { 
  for (i=1; i<=numobspoints; i++) 
  { 
   obstimeindex = iobstime[i]; 
InterpolateVSTData(&obstimeindex, vsttime, vstdata, j, nvstpoints, 
&vsttruevalue); 
   // Error 
   //iobserr[j][i] = fabs(vsttruevalue - iobsvalue[j][i]); 
 
   // Percent Error 
   iobserr[j][i] = fabs((vsttruevalue - iobsvalue[j][i])/vsttruevalue); 
   iobserr[j][i] = iobserr[j][i] * 100; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
 
D.3 FILE ACCESS CODE 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
 
#define N 2  // Define Number of differential equations to solve 
 
void GetUserInput(double *inputtc) 
{ 
 int  checkvalue = 0; 
 float temptc = 0, tempvar = 0; 
 char userinput[81]; 
 
 while (checkvalue < 1) 
 { 
  printf("\nEnter time constant r: "); 
  gets(userinput); 
  sscanf(userinput,"%f", &temptc); 
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  if (temptc > 0) checkvalue = 1; 
 } 
 
 *inputtc = temptc; 
} 
 
 
void LoadSettings(double *setEPS, double *setHMIN, double *setT1, double *setT2, int 
*setMAXPOINTS, double *setINITIAL, double *setNPERIOD) 
{ 
 int  i; 
 FILE *stream; 
 char tag[255]; 
 float tempsetting; 
 
 // Open the file 
 if ((stream = fopen ("settings.ini","r")) == NULL) 
 { 
  printf("\nError opening settings file\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 printf("\nLoading settings from file....."); 
 
 // Scan in variable data 
 while (!feof(stream)) 
 { 
  fscanf(stream,"%s", tag); 
 
  // Find the number of data points 
  if (!strcmp(tag,"EPS")) 
  { 
   fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempsetting); 
   *setEPS = tempsetting; 
   printf("\n   eps: %f", *setEPS); 
  } 
  else if (!strcmp(tag,"HMIN"))    
  {  
   fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempsetting); 
   *setHMIN = tempsetting; 
   printf("\n   hmin: %f", *setHMIN); 
  } 
  else if (!strcmp(tag,"TIMERANGE"))    
  {  
   fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempsetting); 
   *setT1 = tempsetting; 
   fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempsetting); 
   *setT2 = tempsetting; 
   printf("\n   t1: %f", *setT1); 
   printf("\n   t2: %f", *setT2); 
  } 
  else if (!strcmp(tag,"MAXPOINTS"))    
  {  
   fscanf(stream,"%d", setMAXPOINTS); 
   printf("\n   max points: %d", *setMAXPOINTS); 
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  } 
  else if (!strcmp(tag,"INITIAL"))    
  {  
   for (i=1; i<=N; i++) 
   { 
    fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempsetting); 
    setINITIAL[i] = tempsetting; 
    printf("\n   y%d: %f", i, setINITIAL[i]); 
   } 
  } 
  else if (!strcmp(tag,"NOISEPERIOD"))    
  {  
   fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempsetting); 
   *setNPERIOD = tempsetting; 
   printf("\n   noise period: %f", *setNPERIOD); 
  } 
  sprintf(tag, "DONE"); 
 } 
 
 fclose(stream); 
} 
 
 
int LoadVSTData(int givename, double *ftin, double **fvstin) 
{ 
 FILE *stream; 
 int  i, numdatapoints; 
 char filename[81]; 
 char tag[255]; 
 float tempvst; 
 
 numdatapoints = 0; 
 
 // Get file name 
 if (givename > 0) 
 { 
  printf("\nEnter name of file for saved voltage data:"); 
  gets(filename); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  sprintf(filename, "data\\vstdata.m"); 
 } 
 
 // Open the file 
 if ((stream = fopen (filename,"r")) == NULL) 
 { 
  printf("\nError Opening File\n"); 
  return -1; 
 } 
 
 // Scan in variable data 
 while (!feof(stream)) 
 { 
  fscanf(stream,"%s", tag); 
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  // Find the number of data points 
  if (!strcmp(tag,"NUMPOINTS")) 
  { 
   fscanf(stream,"%d", &numdatapoints); 
  } 
  else if (!strcmp(tag,"TIME"))    
  {  
   for (i=1; i<=numdatapoints; i++) 
   { 
    fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempvst); 
    ftin[i] = (double)tempvst; 
   } 
  } 
  else if (!strcmp(tag,"VOLTAGE"))    
  {  
   for (i=1; i<=numdatapoints; i++) 
   { 
    fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempvst); 
    fvstin[1][i] = (double)tempvst; 
   } 
  } 
  else if (!strcmp(tag,"PHASE"))    
  {  
   for (i=1; i<=numdatapoints; i++) 
   { 
    fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempvst); 
    fvstin[2][i] = (double)tempvst; 
   } 
  }  
  sprintf(tag, "DONE"); 
 } 
 
 fclose(stream); 
 
 return numdatapoints; 
} 
 
 
void LoadNoiseData(int givename, double *noisein) 
{ 
 FILE *stream; 
 int  i; 
 char filename[81]; 
 char tag[255]; 
 float tempnoise; 
 
 
 // Get file name 
 if (givename > 0) 
 { 
  printf("\nEnter name of file for saved noise data: "); 
  gets(filename); 
 } 
 else 
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 { 
  sprintf(filename, "data\\noisedata.m"); 
 } 
 
 // Open the file 
 if ((stream = fopen (filename,"r")) == NULL) 
 { 
  printf("\nError Opening File\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 // Scan in variable data 
 while (!feof(stream)) 
 { 
  fscanf(stream,"%s", tag); 
 
  // Find the number of data points 
  if (!strcmp(tag,"NOISE")) 
  { 
   for (i=1; i<=1000; i++) 
   { 
    fscanf(stream,"%f", &tempnoise); 
    noisein[i] = (double)tempnoise; 
   } 
  }  
  sprintf(tag, "DONE"); 
 } 
 
 fclose(stream); 
 
 return; 
} 
 
 
void SaveObsData(int givename, int nvstpoints, int nobspoints, int nnpoints, 
    double *vsttime_out, double **vstdata_out, 
double *obstime_out, double **obsdata_out, double 
**obserror_out, 
     double *noise_out, 
     double *timecon) 
{ 
 int  i; 
 FILE *outfile; 
 char filename[81]; 
 float tempobsdata; 
 
 // Get file name 
 if (givename > 0) 
 { 
  printf("\nEnter name of file for saved voltage data: "); 
  gets(filename); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  sprintf(filename, "data\\obsdataout.m"); 
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 } 
 
 // Create the file 
 if ((outfile = fopen (filename,"w")) == NULL) 
 { 
  printf("\nError Creating File\n"); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 
 // VST Data 
 // Print time array 
 fprintf(outfile,"time_vst = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nvstpoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)vsttime_out[i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 // Print voltage array  
 fprintf(outfile,"\nvolt_vst = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nvstpoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)vstdata_out[1][i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 // Print delta array  
 fprintf(outfile,"\ndelta_vst = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nvstpoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)vstdata_out[2][i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 
 // OBS Data 
 // Print obs time array 
 fprintf(outfile,"\nobstime = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nobspoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)obstime_out[i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 // Print obs voltage array  
 fprintf(outfile,"\nobsvolt = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nobspoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)obsdata_out[1][i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
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 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 // Print obs delta array  
 fprintf(outfile,"\nobsdelta = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nobspoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)obsdata_out[2][i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 
 // ERR Data 
 // Print obs voltage array  
 fprintf(outfile,"\nerrvolt = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nobspoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)obserror_out[1][i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 // Print obs delta array  
 fprintf(outfile,"\nerrdelta = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nobspoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)obserror_out[2][i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 
 // Noise Data 
 // Print noise amp array  
 fprintf(outfile,"\nnoiseamp = ["); 
 for (i=1;i<=nnpoints;i++) 
 { 
  tempobsdata = (float)noise_out[i]; 
  fprintf(outfile,"%f\n", tempobsdata); 
 } 
 fprintf(outfile,"];\n"); 
 
 
 
 // Matlab Commands 
 
 // Voltage 
 fprintf(outfile,"\nfigure\nsubplot(3,1,1);\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"plot(time_vst, volt_vst, 'b')\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"ylabel('True Voltage','FontSize',12)\n"); 
fprintf(outfile,"title('True and Observed Bus 3 Voltage  (r = %4.6f)','FontSize',12)\n", 
*timecon); 
 fprintf(outfile,"h = legend('Delta 2 perturbed to 0.4',4);\n"); 
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 fprintf(outfile,"subplot(3,1,2);\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"plot(obstime, obsvolt, 'g')\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"ylabel('Observed Voltage','FontSize',12)\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"xlabel('Time','FontSize',12)\n"); 
 
 fprintf(outfile,"subplot(3,1,3);\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"plot(obstime, errvolt, 'r')\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"ylabel('Error','FontSize',12)\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"xlabel('Time','FontSize',12)\n"); 
   
 // Delta 
 /*fprintf(outfile,"\nfigure\nsubplot(3,1,1);\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"plot(time_vst, delta_vst,'b')\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"ylabel('True Delta','FontSize',12)\n"); 
fprintf(outfile,"title('True and Observed Bus 3 Delta  (r = %4.2f var = 
%4.2f)','FontSize',12)\n", *timecon, *gvar); 
 fprintf(outfile,"h = legend('Delta 2 perturbed to 0.4',4);\n"); 
 
 fprintf(outfile,"subplot(3,1,2);\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"plot(obstime, obsdelta,'g')\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"ylabel('Observed Delta','FontSize',12)\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"xlabel('Time','FontSize',12)\n"); 
 
 fprintf(outfile,"subplot(3,1,3);\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"plot(obstime, errdelta,'r')\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"ylabel('Error','FontSize',12)\n"); 
 fprintf(outfile,"xlabel('Time','FontSize',12)\n");*/ 
 
 fclose(outfile); 
} 
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